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ABSTRACT
The dominant aspects of low Reynolds number flows are identified and their 
relevance to aerofoil performance discussed. A method for assessing 
two-dimensional aerofoil performance characteristics* including trailing 
edge and gross laminar separation, is developed, along with a subsidiary; 
direct boundary layer calculation scheme capable of accounting for short 
laminar separation bubbles.
The constituent parts of the performance prediction scheme, which 
consists a vortex panel method with boundary layer corrections and an 
inviscidly modelled wake, are described in some detail. Predictions 
obtained for both laminar and turbulent separation are also presented. For 
laminar separation, an inviscid Wake Factor Increment correlation is 
developed to account for the effects of the free laminar shear layers. 
Generally, the predictions of lift and pitching moment may be considered 
to be within the experimental error, but where this is not the case, the 
applicability of the modelling technique is discussed.
The developed direct boundary layer calculation technique is 
demonstrated to provide an indication of the boundary layer growth through 
a separation bubble for a prescribed pressure distribution whilst 
encountering no difficulty at separation. Comparisons with inverse 
calculations are made and exhibit good general agreement.
Finally, the general applicability of the predictive scheme is 
discussed along with possible future enhancements.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
The recent upsurge of interest in low Reynolds number aerofoil performance 
has provided a deeper understanding of the inherent flow phenomena and has 
thus, to some extent, produced a requirement for appropriate analysis 
techniques (Ref. 1). Much of this interest has been stimulated by the 
development of remotely piloted vehicles (R.P.V’s) (Ref.l) which include 
such devices as high altitude aircraft platforms and mini target, or 
decoy, drones etc. Other devices (Fig.1.1) (Ref. 2) employing an aerofoil 
operating in the low Reynolds number regime as a prime element, include 
wind turbines, man-powered vehicles and aeromodels. For the purposes of 
this study, the low Reynolds number regime was considered to cover the 
range 5 x 10* < Rc < 1 x 107 . The upper limit of this range, whilst 
possibly somewhat above that normally taken as the upper limit (Ref. 1), 
was considered to provide a realistically achievable operating range for 
any developed aerofoil analysis scheme.
The performance of an aerofoil section at low Reynolds numbers, 
especially in the range Re < 1.5 xlO6 is dependent on its specific 
application and the associated flow phenomena present (Ref. 3). 
Interpretation of test results is therefore fraught with difficulties and 
requires careful consideration of, not only the test facility, but also
its relevance to the full scale application (Ref. 2). Indeed, it is 
often the case" that data collected in one facility, for a particular 
aerofoil section, may be quite different from that obtained via a 
different facility (Fig. 1.2) (Ref. 4). It is this lack of correspondence 
between, not only the full scale machine and the test model, but also, 
between different test facilities which prevents simplistic extrapolation 
from the model test to the full scale machine.
Design of aerofoil sections at low Reynolds number has ,in the past,
relied heavily on extensive wind tunnel testing, with often a 'try it and 
see' approach being adopted (Ref. 5). This process was considerably 
hampered by the above-mentioned lack of correlation between the test data 
and the result achieved on the full scale machine. Recently (Ref. 6), a 
greater awareness of the influencing disturbance factors has allowed the 
designer to specify, more accurately, the exact conditions under which the 
aerofoil section will operate, and so to assess the applicability of any 
test results obtained. The design process (Ref. 7), however, could be 
accelerated if a reliable predictive technique for assessing aerofoil 
performance in this Reynolds number regime was available. The advantages 
of this type of method would be such that apart, from aerofoil performance
predictions, it may be possible to assess the effects of in-flight
contamination and the tolerance of the design to build specifications by 
calculating the performance of suitably distorted profiles. Such an 
approach may ultimately produce a more robust design at relatively low 
cost. Unfortunately, the ability of current methods (Refs. 8,9) is such 
that the final choice of aerofoil section remains in the domain of the 
wind tunnel test. This is principally due to the uncertainty, especially 
in the region of stall, with which current predictive schemes specify the
point of boundary layer separation. If, however, for a specified range of 
aerofoil types,' it were possible to predict the separation location to 
within experimental uncertainties, it would add confidence to the use of 
computer based analysis codes for the prediction of two-dimensional 
aerofoil performance at low Reynolds numbers.
In order that a predictive scheme be developed it was necessary to 
identify the specific low Reynolds number requirements of such a 
technique. To do this, the background to the low Reynolds number problem 
and the associated flow phenomena were examined in some detail.
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1.2 Low Reynolds Number Aerofoils
Our present understanding of low Reynolds number aerofoil flow has 
developed over" a number of years (Ref. 1). The work carried out has, in 
the past, been for several different applications and has only recently 
been brought together to give a coherent view of the problem (Ref. 5). 
Before discussing the contemporary concept of low Reynolds number aerofoil 
flow it is convenient to outline it's major historical development.
1.2.1 Historical Background
The introduction of the boundary layer concept by Ludweig Prandtl 
(Ref. 10) in 1904 marked the first step in the understanding of the low 
Reynolds number problem. This was followed by a series of tests in the 
mid 1930's, on aerofoils at low Reynolds numbers in the NACA variable 
density wind tunnel (Ref. 11). The results obtained from these test were, 
as a consequence of the high test turbulence levels, quite 
unrepresentative of the associated free flight conditions, but provided 
the first indication of how the performance of different aerofoil sections 
varied as the Reynolds number was reduced.
As with many of the low Reynolds number studies conducted at that 
time, the work of Schmidtz (Ref.12) was inspired by model aircraft. In 
his prize winning paper of 1940, a low turbulence test facility was 
employed and the dependance of aerofoil performance on such parameters as 
stream turbulence, thickness/chord ratio, boundary layer tripping and 
leading edge radius were examined. The paper also provided the first 
indications of the phenomenon of hysteresis.
Between then and the early 1970’s few research initiatives on this 
topic were reported* although* of the studies conducted, those of 
M cCullough and Gault (Ref. 13) and Gault (Ref. 14) are of particular note. 
The former provided a detailed explanation of the various stalling 
mechanisms and the latter produced data incorporating separation bubbles 
which is still used to assess predictive schemes today. Further 
understanding of the separation bubble phenomenon came from the work 
carried out at Queen Mary college (Refs. 15 & 16).
The recent [interest; in the field has prompted a number of
investigations (Ref. 1) into the specific flow phenomena associated with 
low Reynolds numbers. This approach has resulted in the isolation of the 
governing test parameters although* as yet, assessment of their effect is 
confined to the qualitative rather than the quantitative domain. The 
enhanced understanding of these phenomena has provided the basis for the
development of predictive schemes specific to low Reynolds numbers. Even
so* numerical modelling of such flows has not yet reached the accuracy 
levels of the equivalent higher Reynolds number procedures. The reason 
for this lies in the inability of the present aerofoil analysis schemes to 
identify the occurrence o f , and to model, the relevent flow phenomena.
1.2.2 Present Understanding of the Overall Flowfield
The changing behaviour of the flowfield around an aerofoil as the Reynolds 
number is reduced below 1.5 x 106 is difficult to generalise. It is, 
however, possible to identify the main features of the flow for a 
'standard' aerofoil at a mid-range incidence through this region.
Figure 1.3 presents a series of diagrams which indicate the behaviour of
the viscous shear layer on the upper surface of the aerofoil as the 
Reynolds number- is reduced. It is likely that for Reynolds numbers above
1.5 x 106 , the boundary layer undergoes natural transition with the 
subsequent turbulent boundary layer either remaining fully attached 
towards the trailing edge, or exhibiting a small amount o f .separation.
With a reduction in the freestream Reynolds number, it is possible 
that the location of natural transition moves aft of the laminar 
separation point. If this occurs, then the free shear layer would undergo 
transition shorty after separation, and the increased entrainment 
associated with the turbulent free shear layer would normally result in 
reattachment taking place, so forming a ’’laminar separation bubble” . As a 
result of this 'bubble' transition, the subsequent attached turbulent 
boundary layer would probably be thicker than that produced as a result of 
natural transition (Ref. 17). As a consequence of this increased 
thickness, the layer may be more prone to trailing edge separation. The 
effect of such a short bubble, on the pressure distribution, would be to 
cause a small perturbation in the region of the bubble together with an 
associated slight reduction in the achieved suction peak (Ref. 18). 
Otherwise, the normal operating characteristics of the aerofoil are little 
affected.
A further reduction in Reynolds number normally results in the length 
of the separation bubble being increased. Initially, it is likely, the 
rate of increase would be small, and although a slight enhancement of the 
trailing edge separation may occur due to the thickening turbulent 
boundary layer, the overall performance of the aerofoil would be 
relatively unaffected. This, however, is unlikely to apply in the stall
region where the separation bubble behaviour would be more influential. 
Leading edge s'tall is related to separation bubble behaviour, in that, a 
reduction in Reynolds number may result in earlier bubble burst and, 
hence, early gtall.
The rate of growth of the separation bubble would increase with any 
subsequent decrease in Reynolds number until the free shear layer fails to 
reattach and gross laminar separation results. The increase in bubble 
length is accompanied by an associated reduction in suction peak with the 
pressure distribution exhibiting the features of gross laminar separation.
Generally, the performance of an aerofoil deteriorates in accordance 
with the above progression, as the Reynolds number is reduced. This, 
however, is not always the case, as can be seen in Fig. 1.4 where, 
although the value of C^max for five of the aerofoils does reduce with 
Reynolds number, the performance of the GO 387 does not (Ref. 19). This 
type of behaviour is linked to the prime importance of the boundary layer 
and, specifically, the influence of separation and the separation bubble, 
on the overall flowfield. Whilst the degree of trailing edge separation 
is the governing factor in the lift produced by the aerofoil, it is the 
effect of the separation bubble which often causes anomalies between 
different sections and is particularly difficult to model.
Figure 1.5 presents a recent description of the structure of a short 
laminar separation bubble as given by Venkateswarlu and Marsden (Ref. 5). 
This diagram illustrates the deformation of the boundary layer velocity 
profile through the bubble and the area directly behind it in which a 
non-equilibrium boundary layer'initially develops. It is interesting to
note, that the length of the laminar portion of the bubble is almost 
eighty percent' which is in agreement with the earlier findings of Gault 
(Ref. 14). The influence which the non-equilibrium condition of the 
reattaching boundary layer has on it's subsequent development downstream 
is difficult to assess, although, it is likely that, in the case of a long 
bubble, the effect could be quite significant.
The location of transition within the free shear layer, and indeed in 
an attached boundary layer at low Reynolds number, may also have a 
considerable effect on the separation characteristic of an aerofoil. It 
is often the sensitivity of this location to extraneous flow factors that 
produces the published inconsistencies between measured data (Ref.4). 
Parameters such as surface finish, free stream turbulence, vibration and 
noise may all affect a wind tunnel test and thus the location of 
transition. It follows from this, that the environment in which the full 
scale machine operates will also be significant and that any aerofoil test 
should recreate the operating conditions as closely as possible.
Generally, the sensitivity of the aerofoil's performance to these effects 
increases with a reduction in Reynolds number, with the region Re < 5 xlOs 
being particularly affected. An example of this was given by Mueller 
(Ref. 20) who demonstrated that the lift of the NACA 663-018 aerofoil 
could be influenced by sound. In his experiment, he surrounded the flow 
with a fixed noise level at an adjustable frequency and obtained the lift 
coefficient variation given in Fig. 1.6 by simply varying the frequency of 
the sound. The obvious lift enhancement achieved in a narrow frequency 
range was due to transition being triggered by the noise input.
To control these effects, much effort has been devoted to the
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development of low-disturbance/turbulence test environments (Ref. 1).
While the data obtained via these facilities may be relevant to high 
altitude applications, where turbulence levels are very low, it is unclear 
whether the data could be applied with as much confidence to a small low- 
altitude vehicle. Since the analysis of the disturbance environment is 
still the subject of current research programs, it is likely that the most 
useful design data may be obtained by comparative tests using the same 
facility.
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1.3 Specific Aerofoil Analysis Code Requirements
The prediction of the flowfield described above is a complex problem which 
requires the accurate specification of several vital parameters. The 
predictive process is hindered by the availability of reliable empirical 
data to establish the accuracy of any developed scheme. It is, therefore, 
of fundamental importance that great care is taken when choosing the 
elements which make up any analysis scheme and, subsequently, when 
assessing Its i performance.
In order to define the predictive aims of a low Reynolds number 
aerofoil analysis scheme, it is convenient to split the previously 
described flowfields, encountered as the Reynolds number is reduced, into 
four distinct areas. These are
1. Laminar-turbulent boundary layer, natural transition, turbulent
separation or fully attached flow.
2. Laminar-turbulent boundary layer, separation bubble transition,
turbulent separation or attached at trailing edge.
3. Laminar-turbulent boundary layer, long separation bubble
transition, turbulent separation or attached at trailing edge.
4. Laminar boundary layer, no transition, gross laminar separation.
The first category relies on the accurate specification of the location of 
natural transition coupled with a good prediction of any trailing edge
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separation that may be present. It may be considered that the effects of 
extraneous flow-influences would be minimal in this regime, and so 
adjustment of any calculative parameters to account for these would be 
unnecessary.
When a short separation bubble is present on the upper surface of an 
aerofoil, then, provided the bubble is small, the turbulent boundary layer 
formed behind it would exhibit the essential features of that which would 
result from a natural transition near the point of laminar separation. 
Whilst this is only strictly true for very short bubbles, transition of 
the boundary layer at the laminar separation point would be a good 
approximation to the bubble effect for most cases. It was therefore 
decided that, initially, modelling of short separation bubbles by fixing 
transition at the laminar separation point would be satisfactory for the 
required purpose.
A drawback of the above approach, to separation bubble modelling, 
arises from the inability to identify when the approximation ceases to be 
applicable to the considered case. This difficulty is linked to the 
problem which the designer faces when interpreting wind tunnel data which 
exhibit separation bubbles. It would, to alleviate this problem, be 
useful to be able to assess separation bubble effects on the turbulent 
boundary layer behaviour and subsequent separation characteristics. The 
development of the capability to calculate the boundary layer behaviour 
through a separation bubble was therefore envisaged as a useful addition 
to any forthcoming analysis scheme. It was considered that any such 
calculation need not necessarily be an integral part of the performance 
prediction scheme, but rather a subsiduary routine. This would permit the
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effect of a separation bubble, on aerofoil performance, to be estimated 
either via thd-analysis scheme, or directly from an empirically obtained 
pressure distribution. Such a feature would enable the routine to be used 
as a direct aid to wind tunnel tests.
The pressure distribution associated with a long separation bubble, as 
previously indicated, is considerably different to that produced by a 
short bubble. The resultant discrepancy between the obtained pressure 
distribution and an inviscid solution, makes modelling of this phenomenon 
a difficult process. For the purposes of a low Reynolds number design 
procedure, it may not be necessary to model this particular flow regime 
since the loss of performance generally associated with it would be 
undesirable within any aerofoil’s operating range. Identification of this 
region would, however, be useful to allow assessment of the rate and 
severity of the bubble growth dependant lift degradation. To do this, the 
Reynolds number at which free shear layer reattachment just fails to occur 
would require prediction, along with the performance of the aerofoil with 
a stable short separation bubble. Further to this, an indication of the 
rate of bubble growth, from the stable short separation bubble condition 
to the fully separated laminar flow regime, would be desirable to permit 
identification of the growth-region's upper limit.
It follows from the above, that the performance of an aerofoil 
exhibiting gross laminar separation would require prediction to allow the 
performance at the lower end of the growth region to be assessed.
Accurate specification of the point of laminar separation and the 
modelling of the laminar shear layer dominated wake would therefore be of 
considerable importance to any developed analysis scheme.
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To predict the above phenomena, it was necessary to develop an 
analysis scheme-which would be applicable to all the required flow regimes 
listed above, and be of practical use to the aerofoil designer.
13
1.4 Current Analysis Schemes
As previously indicated, separated flow over an aerofoil, as opposed to 
the fully-attarched case, exhibits gross viscous effects which cannot be 
approximated by the inviscid calculation satisfying the classical Kutta 
condition. Such calculations (Ref. 21) fail in the region of stall by 
over-predicting the lift coefficient as a consequence of neglecting 
separation. It is therefore necessary, for low Reynolds numbers, to 
account for these viscous effects if an accurate performance prediction is 
to be obtained. Existing analyses of these flows via the appropriate 
Navier-Stokes equations are costly, and currently yield results no better 
than simpler contemporary codes (Ref. 1). These simpler methods (Refs. 
22,23,24), commonly employ a viscid-inviscid interaction scheme in which 
the appropriate displacement and local separation corrections are 
indicated by a viscous boundary layer calculation, whilst the compatible 
inviscid calculation is, generally, by means of a standard panel method. 
The two computations are iteratively adjusted with respect to each other 
until some convergence criterion is satisfied.
The viscid-inviscid interaction techniques fall into two categories,
i.e. direct and semi-inverse* Although the various approaches used to 
model the constituent parts of such schemes may vary, the overall 
flowfield can generally be split into three distinct regions for modelling 
purposes (Fig. 1.7). These are
a) Potential Flow (inviscid) Region
b) Boundary Layer (viscous) Region
c) Wake (separated flow) Region
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Potential Flow Region: A region existing away from the immediate locality 
of the aerofoil surface, which is virtually irrotational, since the shear 
is so low that viscous stresses impart a rotation to the fluid which may 
be considered Irrotational. The region can, therefore, be considered to
be a potential flow problem without incurring significant errors.
I
Boundary Layer Region: The boundary layer is the thin region of flow close 
to the aerofoil surface in which high shear creates vorticity and the 
no-slip condition at the surface is satisfied.
Wake Region: Once separation has occurred on an aerofoil, a trailing wake 
is formed. This wake is taken to be bounded by free shear layers which are 
rotational but with moderate shear. The wake itself, is a region of low 
vorticity and small'viscous stresses.
1.4.1 Comparison of Semi-inverse and Direct Aerofoil Analysis Schemes
In both types of scheme, the inviscid part of the calculation is carried 
out by a numerical potential flow method, in which the aerofoil profile is 
represented by either source or vortex panels, or is reconfigured via a 
conformal mapping technique. This inviscid calculation, in each case, is 
of the forward type, where the aerofoil shape is input and the velocity 
field is the required output.
The principle difference between the semi-inverse and direct schemes, 
however, is to be found in the calculation of the boundary layer and the 
subsequent matching of this prediction to the inviscid solution. In the 
direct formulation, the velocity distribution produced by the inviscid
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calculation is an input to the boundary layer algorithm from which the 
appropriate flow displacement effects are obtained. To account for these 
displacements, either the aerofoil profile shape is adjusted or extra 
terms are introduced into the inviscid calculation. The inviscid 
calculation is then repeated. This process continues until the change in 
lift coefficient between successive iterations is negligible.
In the semi-inverse formulation, a functional relationship is derived 
between some boundary layer parameter and a characteristic (e.g. source 
strength) of the potential flow method, allowing the local velocity 
distribution at the edge of the boundary layer to be predicted. The 
chosen characteristic is then adjusted with respect to the discrepancy 
between the two solutions, after the velocity distributions from the two 
component parts have been obtained. This process is then repeated until 
some convergence criterion is satisfied.
If flow separation exists on the considered aerofoil then, in the 
direct scheme of Dvorak and Maskew (Ref. 22), the separated wake is 
calculated inviscidly with the boundary layer algorithm providing the 
separation point. The wake is then calculated iteratively from an initial 
estimate, with the length/height ratio of the wake being an empirically 
derived input.
The casting of the boundary layer problem in the inverse mode allows 
the point of separation to be passed by the viscous part of a semi-inverse 
scheme. After separation, however, a higher order approximation to the 
Navier-Stokes equations is generally used to continue the viscous 
calculation (Ref. 23). The inviscid and viscid calculations are then
16
matched by means of a deficit calculation and the solution then continues 
much as in the' fully-attached case.
Of the existing methods, those of Williams (Ref. 23), Dvorak and 
Maskew (Ref. 22) and Cebeci et al. (Ref. 24) are amongst the most 
successful separated flow predictors. All of these methods, however, have 
significant drawbacks associated with their performance at low Reynolds 
numbers, in that, so far, none of these schemes can predict regions of 
laminar separation or, to any degree of accuracy, the effects associated 
with laminar separation bubbles. It was considered that any developed 
method should, ultimately, be able to predict both of these effects.
17
1.5 Description of the Present Analysis Technique
The present technique forms the basis of, what is hoped will be, a useful 
design procedure for low Reynolds number aerofoils. When considering the 
structure and content of the analysis code, it was necessary to pay some 
attention to the practical aspects of such a technique. The developed 
code was therefore perceived as a practical aid to the aerofoil designer, 
to be used either by itself, or in conjunction with wind tunnel tests. It 
was felt that a method based on the approach of Dvorak and Maskew (Ref.
22) would provide the greatest degree of versatility, in terms of it's 
constituent parts, and would also permit the effects of gross laminar 
separation to be accounted for in a relatively straightforward manner. 
Apart from the application of the full viscid-inviscid interaction 
technique to aerofoil performance prediction, an analysis scheme of this 
form would, via the separate viscous and inviscid sections, have other 
advantages to the designer, namely
1. The treatment of the separated flow region via the inviscid 
calculation would permit an assessment of the lift coefficient 
via relatively inexpensive flow vizualisation tests. This would 
be achieved by using the empirical separation point as a direct 
input to the inviscid calculation (Ref. 21) thus providing an 
estimate of the test section lift and, therefore, reducing 
instrumentation costs.
2. Application of the direct boundary layer calculation to an 
empirical pressure distribution would permit analysis of the 
boundary layer development, and, if a separation bubble were
18
present, assessment of the bubble's effect on the trailing 
edge separation characteristics.
The use of~empirical separation points, in conjunction with an 
inviscid calculation incorporating a wake model, has been demonstrated 
(Ref. 21) to be an accurate aerodynamic force prediction method when the 
separation points were provided by measured pressure distributions. It is 
likely that such points, when taken from reliable flow visualization 
tests, would produce predictions of equivalent accuracy.
The effect of a laminar separation bubble on the separation 
characteristics of an aerofoil, was highlighted by the recent work of 
Gleyzes et al. (Ref. 17), which demonstrated the lack of generality 
associated with the resulting turbulent boundary layer development. If 
this growth could be assessed directly, from an empirical pressure 
distribution, then the possible benefits of boundary layer control could 
be more readily assessed.
Having adopted the above general approach, it was necessary to 'match' 
the boundary layer calculation to the inviscid solution. This could be 
achieved, by accounting for the displacement effect of the boundary layer, 
either by adjusting the aerofoil shape (Ref. 25), or by introducing an 
equivalent source distribution into the inviscid calculation. It was the 
former technique which was employed in the developed viscid-inviscid 
interaction procedure.
For separated flow, it was found that the progress towards calculation 
convergence was dominated by the separation point movement between
iterations , and, as such, the influence of the effective boundary layer 
displacement was small. As a result of this, it was only necessary to 
include viscous displacement effects when the calculation appeared to be 
nearing convergence. This resulted in a rapid approach to convergence 
followed by final small corrections, producing consistent results. 
Generally, .convergence was assumed to have been achieved when the 
separation point forward movement had ceased and it's variance between 
each iteration was less than 0.5 percent chord.
It was found that the convergence rate was, generally, related to the 
extent of separation present, with larger amounts of separated flow 
requiring a greater number of iterations. Normally, however, when a 
sequence of increasing angles of attack were calculated for the same 
aerofoil, then the carry over of the position of separation from one 
incidence to the next, improved computational efficiency.
The developed method, a flow chart of which is presented in Fig. 1.8, 
has the capability to model either turbulent boundary layer separation 
towards the trailing edge or, at low Reynolds number, separations 
associated with the laminar boundary layer close to the leading edge.
Although a capability to model sho.r.t laminar separation bubbles is not 
included in the main interaction scheme, a boundary layer calculation 
capable of predicting the behaviour of such bubbles was developed as a 
subsiduary routine. This calculative technique was used to predict the 
effect of separation bubbles, on aerofoils, from empirical pressure 
distributions. The main interactive scheme does, however, give an 
indication of long bubble formation by means of a developed long bubble
prediction technique.
Before discussing the results obtained from the predictive scheme, it 
is appropriate^ to examine it's constituent parts, and subsiduary routines, 
in some detail.
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CHAPTER 2
POTENTIAL FLOW CALCULATION
2.1 Introduction to the Basic Model
Calculation of the inviscid flow part of a viscid-inviscid interaction 
scheme is generally achieved by means of either a mapping technique 
(Ref. 24) or some form of panel method (Ref. 22). Of these two 
approaches, the former may be more exact, but the latter is much simpler 
in application and lends itself more readily to inclusion in a practical 
aerofoil analysis procedure.
In a panel method, the aerofoil contour is replaced by an inscribed 
polygon on which is placed appropriate singularity distributions. 
Generally, a combination of source and vortex singularities is distributed 
in a prescribed manner along the polygon. In the method of Leishman and 
Galbraith (Ref. 26), however, the aerofoil profile was replaced by panels 
on which were placed a linearly varying vorticity distribution (Fig 2.1) 
thus achieving piecewise continuity between adjoining panels. The Kutta 
condition was therefore independent of panel distribution since it could 
be applied directly at the trailing edge and not at the mid-points of the 
last upper and lower panels.
Each of the panels describing the polygon contains a control point at 
which the condition of flow tangency is applied. This is achieved by
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setting the scalar product of the induced velocity with the surface normal 
vector to zero,-and can be represented by the equation
J^C ys ds + C n  = 0 (2.1)
The contribution from all the panels gives a linear equation with unknown 
vorticity values. Repeating this process for each control point yields a 
set of linear simultaneous equations which, in conjunction with a 
specified Kutta condition of zero net vorticity at the trailing edge, may 
be solved to yield the strength of the assumed vortex sheets. once this 
strength is known, the required velocity distribution can be obtained from
ue = j ^(s) | (2.2)
A detailed description of the method used to obtain the influence 
coefficients for the above equations is contained in Appendix (1).
The distribution of the vortex panels, within the aerofoil contour, is
generally such that the higher the curvature of the contour, the shorter 
the polygonal panels, with the maximum length of a panel being dependant 
on the appropriateness of the quasi-linear approximation to the continuous 
vortex sheet strength. Often, only published coordinate data is available 
to the design engineer and thus, unless some curve fit routine is applied 
to these data, the polygonal panel distribution is predetermined. In such 
cases, the method has been shown to perform well (Ref. 26) since, 
generally, aerofoil section coordinate data is presented in a similar form 
to that required by the algorithm.
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This algorithm was used as the basis for the potential flow analysis 
within the overall aerofoil performance prediction scheme.
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2.2 Separated Flow Modelling
The inviscid flow analysis method of Leishman et al. (Ref. 21), developed 
from the above' panel method, was used to model the inviscid flowfield and 
associated wake. This algorithm exhibits the essential features of the 
method of.Dvorak and Maskew (Ref. 22) but with some important numerical 
differences. In it, free shear layers, on which are placed panels of 
uniform vorticity are used to model the aerofoil wake with the aerofoil 
contour modelled in the above manner. The distribution of all the vortex 
panels is illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
The modelled wake region is assumed to be inviscid with negligible 
vorticity, and is taken to have a constant total pressure which is lower 
than that of the freestream. It is further assumed that the free shear 
layers have no significant thickness and can be represented as streamlines 
across which there exists a velocity jump. As the shape of these shear 
layers is an unknown, it must be calculated from some initial estimate.
Since the panels which make up the shear layers are assumed to have 
constant vorticity, application of the condition of flow tangency at each 
control point produces the equation
where 1 and u represent the lower and upper free shear layers 
respectively, and ya is the vorticity value on the lower surface trailing 
edge. This value, via the applied Kutta condition, is equal and opposite 
to the vorticity value at the upper surface separation point. In this
(2.3)
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case, the total influence coefficient for the whole shear layer is 
obtained by the simple addition of the individual panel contributions.
Thus N equations of this form can be generated.
The position of upper surface separation, which dictates the 
subsequent wake development, is given by the viscous boundary layer 
calculation and is not permitted to occur at panel corner points. When 
separation does occur on a panel, the panel is effectively split in three 
and treated as given in Appendix 2. In this way, the total influence due 
to the vorticity distributions on the panel containing the separation 
point was obtained. It was found that if the separation point lay close 
to, and just in front of, the panel control point, wake convergence did 
not occur (Fig. 2.3). This appeared to be due to the proximity between 
the shear layer and the control point (Fig. 2.4). When this occurred, the 
position of the control point was adjusted so that it always lay in front 
of the calculated separation point. Although this alleviated the problem, 
the positioning of the control point, between the panel leading corner 
point and the location of separation, limited the relative nearness of the 
separation point to the front of the panel. If, therefore, the separation 
point lay too close to the front of a panel, it was moved onto the rear of 
the preceding panel. This shift represented, at worst, a 0.5% chord 
movement in separation point and so was felt to be, generally, well within 
the accuracy of the separation prediction. On the lower surface, 
separation was fixed to occur at the trailing edge.
The inclusion of the above value of separation vorticity produced an 
extra unknown into the calculation, giving N+l unknowns and N equations. 
This problem was overcome by setting the upper surface trailing edge
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vorticity value to zero and thus squaring the matrix. The influence 
coefficients due to y sep were placed into the blank column of the matrix.
Although, during the calculation, the separation point was given by 
the boundary layer analysis, the shape of the two free shear layers was 
not known a priori. In a previous investigation (Ref. 27), it was found 
that the overall flowfield was sensitive to the wake geometry and that 
parabolic curves, with an intersection point just downstream of the 
trailing edge, provided a sensible initial approximation. This approach, 
due to Dvorak and Maskew (Ref. 28), is outlined in Appendix 3. In it, the 
initial wake estimate is governed by the Wake Fineness Ratio (or Wake 
Factor) which is the ratio of wake length to height. From this first 
approximation, the velocity vector at each wake panel control point is 
determined and a local free shear layer correction angle given by the 
equation
is applied to the panel. Finally, the new wake shape is determined by 
adding each corrected panel to the end of the preceding one in a 
downstream direction. This process is repeated until the free shear
iterations required for solution depends on the validity of the initial 
estimate, although generally, three iterations suffice for moderate 
amounts of separation with up to six being required for very large 
separated regions.
t \y sep I.
Aki = sin-1 (2.5)
layers lie on, or very close to, streamlines of the flow. The number of
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As mentioned above, a Wake Factor was used to define the ratio of the 
wake length to height. For turbulent separation cases, the Wake Factor 
was taken as a constant for a given aerofoil section, and was related to 
the aerofoil thickness to chord ratio by using the correlation of Dvorak 
and Maskew (Ref. 28) (Fig. 2.5). This relation, whilst apparently not 
completely satisfactory, has been shown to perform well for various 
aerofoil shapes (Ref. 28).
For fully attached flow, the addition of the boundary layer 
displacement effect on the aerofoil contour, produced a finite trailing 
edge. Generally, this would not present any significant problem since the 
calculation would default to the classical Kutta condition of net zero 
vorticity between the upper and lower trailing edge. If, however, the 
boundary layer was very close to separation at the trailing edge, then a 
sharp discontinuity in the adjusted profile shape appeared because of the 
layers' excessive growth in that region. This discontinuity manifested 
itself in a marked pressure peak at the trailing edge (Fig. 2.6) with an 
accompanying general distortion of the overall distribution. In the 
developed analysis scheme, a small vortex panel, between 0.995 chord and 
the trailing edge of the upper surface, with fixed separation occuring on 
it was added to the polygonal panel distribution. This produced a small 
wake behind the aerofoil which, due to. .the increased number of panels 
concentrated at the trailing edge, stabilized the calculation without any 
noticeable detrimental effects on the predicted pressure distribution.
This approach was used for all fully attached flow cases since it also 
alleviated any problems posed by similar behaviour of the lower surface 
boundary layer.
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Unfortunately* for laminar separation, the wake shape is influenced by 
the distance Which the free shear layer covers prior to transition and, 
subsequently, by the rate of wake closure. It was therefore inappropriate 
to consider a "constant Wake Factor for this problem.
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2.3 Modelling of Laminar Separation Effects
If, after separation* the free shear layer is predominantly laminar rather 
than turbulent1; then insufficient fluid entrainment occurs for appropriate 
wake closure. This results in an elongated wake and the need to determine 
the effect on the Wake Factor. The dominant parameters, in the wake 
development and closure mechanism, may have been indicated by the work of 
Horton (Ref. 16) on the related phenomenon of the growth and bursting of 
laminar separation bubbles. It was indicated that the length of the 
laminar shear layer could be expressed in the form of a constant Reynolds 
number based on the boundary layer edge velocity at the point of 
separation, given in the form
ue
=> 4 x 104 (2.6)
This equation identified the velocity at separation as the governing 
parameter in the calculation of the length of the laminar shear layer. 
Further analysis of the free shear layer closure rate indicated a 
dependance of it on the boundary layer momentum thickness at the point of 
transition. Since Horton assumed that the momentum thickness at 
separation was the same as that at transition, it was felt that the 
velocity and momentum thickness at the1 point of separation were likely to 
be the main influencing factors on the wake shape resulting from laminar 
separation. It was therefore decided to investigate the influence of the 
momentum thickness Reynolds number at separation (RQSep)» on the value of 
Wake Factor necessary for accurate calculation. To achieve this, a 
comparison of numerically and empirically obtained pressure distributions
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for the GU25-5(11)8 aerofoil was made. The best numerically obtained 
pressure distribution, for a particular case, was determined by successive 
Wake Factor modifications until good agreement with the empirical 
distribution was evident. Thus the relevant Wake Factors could be 
obtained for each case. This process was repeated for a range of angles of 
attack and for several Reynolds numbers. As an example, Fig. 2.7 presents 
the results of calculations for the GU25-5(11)8 aerofoil at a Reynolds 
number of 1x10s and an incidence of 12.6 degrees. It can be observed, 
from this example, that of the three Wake Factors used, only one is 
appropriate for this particular calculation.
It was clear from the work of Dvorak and Maskew (Ref. 28) that the 
turbulent separation Wake Factor, which is a constant for a particular 
aerofoil, would provide the limiting value as the length of the laminar 
shear layer reduced. For this reason, it was assumed that the effect of 
laminar separation would be to increment the Wake Factor above the 
turbulent value. On the basis of this premise, a correlation between 
RQsep anc* a Wake Factor increment seemed most likely. Figure 2.8 presents 
the calculated values of Wake Factor increment plotted against R Q sep along 
with a tentative correlation which appeared to give a good fit to the data 
points.
The data used to obtain the increment correlation were measured at a 
turbulence intensity of 0.5% (Ref. 29) which, for low Reynolds number 
testing, is relatively high. A correction in the form given below was 
therefore introduced to allow the use of the correlation at other 
turbulence intensity levels.
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Log10 (l/TANH(TUxlO))
WFI =   x WFI0<5 (2.7)
Log10 (1/TANH(0.05))
This correction was based on the turbulence factor effect on a laminar 
shear layer given by Roberts (Ref. 30) and can only be considered as a 
first attempt to account for the effects of turbulence. A discussion of 
the validity of the increment correlation and the results obtained from it 
is given in Chapter 6.
Over the range of conditions considered* the magnitude of R0sep varied 
little with angle of attack and initial Wake Factor and so permitted the 
following technique to be used in the predictive scheme. This entailed 
estimating an initial Wake Factor, for the given condition* from which the 
value of RQSep followed. The Wake Factor increment was then acquired from 
the correlation of Fig. 2.8 and used in computations for every angle of 
attack at the relevant free stream Reynolds number. All results for 
laminar separation presented in Chapter 6 were obtained by this scheme.
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2.4 Inviscid Analysis with a Short Separation Bubble
In order to assess the effect of short separation bubbles, a technique was 
developed to simulate them via an inviscid calculation. It was known, 
from previous research (Ref. 18), that the presence of a leading edge 
laminar separation bubble caused a small reduction in peak suction 
obtained when compared to that resulting from natural boundary layer 
transition. The loss in lift and earlier stall associated with these 
bubbles, however, appeared to be related more to the general condition of 
the subsequent turbulent boundary layer than to this suction peak 
reduction. A model was therefore constructed in order that this 
hypothesis be tested.
In the analysis, it was necessary for the considered separation bubble 
to lie within the bounds of one of the vortex panels which described the 
aerofoil profile. This constraint was applied to produce a simple model 
which was nevertheless effective for the required purpose. The location 
of separation, free shear layer transition and reattachment were taken 
from Horton's method. If these locations spanned more than one panel then 
the polygonal panel distribution was adjusted in order that the applied 
constraint be satisfied. Once this had been completed, a vorticity 
distribution corresponding to a separation bubble of the correct 
dimensions, with a constant pressure laminar portion, was imposed on the 
'bubble' panel (Fig. 2.9). Since the vorticity values on this 'bubble' 
could be related to the corner point vorticity values, it was possible to 
calculate the influence coefficients corresponding to the small 
perturbation area. The full analysis of this influence coefficient 
calculation is given in Appendix 4. The method of superposition was then
applied to increment the velocities obtained from the calculation without 
a bubble by the-induced velocities associated with the bubble perturbation.
A typical 'example of the kind of result obtained by this method is 
given in Fig. 2.10 where the pressure distributions with and without a 
separation bubble are compared. The bubble shape has been included in the 
figure , although, it would normally not be a program output as it would 
be contained between the two corner points of one panel. There is clearly 
a reduction in the value of peak suction associated with the separation 
bubble, but the accompanying loss in lift is very small indeed. From such 
results, it was clear that an investigation of the role of the turbulent 
boundary layer in flows containing separation bubbles was necessary.
Further results and their implications are discussed in chapter six.
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CHAPTER 3
BOUNDARY LAYER CALCULATION
3.1 Introduction
In order to account for the viscous effects present in the flow around any 
aerofoil, it is necessary to be able to assess the development and 
subsequent separation of its boundary layers. A number of approximate 
calculation techniques are in current use for both laminar and turbulent 
boundary layers (Ref. 31). These methods not only vary in approach, but 
also in the quality of prediction and the computational speed which they 
provide. In the initial development stages of the overall analysis code 
discussed herein, a detailed study of a number of available calculation 
techniques was carried out. It was found that the integral techniques 
considered were much faster than the finite-difference routines.
Therefore, for the purposes of the overall analysis scheme, it was felt 
that any small accuracy gain which may be achieved via a finite-difference 
code, would be more than offset by the appreciable increase in 
computational time. An integral boundary layer technique was therefore 
adopted to provide the required viscous corrections within the 
viscid-inviscid interaction scheme.
The method chosen for both the laminar and turbulent boundary layer 
calculations was a two-parameter energy integral technique, with the 
equations cast in the form of L'e Foil (Ref.32), as given by Assassa and
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Papailiou (Ref. 33). This formulation produces no numerical difficulties 
as skin friction vanishes in the region of separation and so provides 
accurate predictions of the phenomenon. This is an important 
consideration when for low Reynolds numbers, both laminar and turbulent 
separation may be present simultaneously at different locations along the 
chord.
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3.2 Detailed Procedure Adopted
The procedure requires the simultaneous solution of the momentum and 
energy integral equations, as given below (eqn's 3.1 & 3.2)+ , over each 
calculative step.
C«M
dq = C tdL -
1 + 2 C tM
dX (3.1)
e dX
d$
( 1 + 2CtM) CD ezW
(3.2)
The following definitions apply
C,M ■
H - 1
1 -
He C<
2 CD
(3.3)
X = In
eu.
e2CtL (3.A)
dL =
1 dHe 
H— 1 He
(3.5)
$ =
s
ds (3.6)
The derivation of these equations is given in Appendix 5.
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q = In (3.7)
When equations 3.1 & 3.2 are solved in the direct mode,, the values of 
d# and dq, corresponding to the increment in stepwise length Reynolds 
number and the velocity gradient respectively, are necessary inputs. The 
subsequent boundary layer development is then given by the change in 
Reynolds number based on the energy thickness, and the increment in the 
value of profile form parameter L. It should be noted that, although only 
the direct formulation is considered here, these equations also lend 
themselves to solution in the inverse mode, where, for a given series of 
properties L(X), it is possible to find q($). In the direct mode, the 
functions L and X are well behaved towards separation and the parameters H 
and C f , which vary very rapidly, *do not appear explicitly. Closure of 
this system of equations requires the development of functions M(L,X) and 
CD(L,X). The development of these functions, which are different for the 
laminar and turbulent calculations is discussed below.
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3.3 Laminar Boundary Layer
Initially the laminar boundary layer calculation was by the method due to 
Head (1952) (Ref. 34). This procedure was specifically developed for use 
with a slide rule, and whilst apparently very accurate, was., when 
configured for computer use, slow and required a large number of steps per 
calculation. The accuracy of this method came mainly from i t ’s doubly 
infinite velocity profile family which was subsequently used to develop 
the present technique. This new algorithm, while retaining the accuracy 
of the original, is computationally more efficient and more appropriate to 
the treatment of separation and thus, separation bubbles.
During development of the overall prediction scheme, a number of 
approximate techniques were studied with a view to their implementation in 
the aerofoil performance code. The criteria governing selection were the 
accurate prediction of separation and related boundary layer growth. It 
was felt that the point of separation would have to be predicted well, 
firstly to allow accurate calculation of gross laminar separation effects, 
and secondly, to give the precise location of upper surface laminar 
separation bubbles. Curie (Ref. 35) indicated that the accuracy with 
which a method predicts separation is closely linked to its ability to 
model boundary layer growth correctly... The importance of which, at low 
Reynolds number, is manifest in the calculated transition location since 
this location generally depends on some momentum thickness Reynolds 
number correlation.
It was apparent that, of the methods considered, the technique of Head 
gave the best prediction of separation when compared to a number of cases.
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In Table 1 three methods are compared for a variety of series and exact 
solutions, and'it may be seen that the method of Head compares very 
favourably. It should be noted that, although the series solutions of 
Gortler were u&ed for the purpose of comparison, it is accepted that these 
solutions may systematically over-predict the distance to s.eparation by 
some small amount (Ref. 36). The above result was, however, confirmed by 
Curie (Ref. 35) who also indicated that the associated boundary layer 
growth due to Head's method was, as expected, more accurately predicted 
than via the other methods. The prediction of separation to within two 
percent was felt to be acceptable for the application considered herein. 
The apparent inaccuracy of the other methods rendered them less suitable 
for inclusion in the predictive scheme and so, the method of Head was 
adopted.
Results obtained via this method for gross laminar separation were 
satisfactory, but the method appeared to be computationally cumbersome.
To understand the reasons for this, it is necessary to examine the method 
itself.
3.3.1. Method of Head
This method was developed by Head in 19.52 (Ref. 34) as an aid to proposed 
flight experiments with distributed suction. It is based on the energy 
and momentum integral equations and utilises a doubly-infinite velocity 
profile family, along with the first compatibility condition at the 
surface to effect closure. The equations are given in the form
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where
t*' = -L. { J J - r  ( H  + 2 ) } (3.8)
H e ’ * —  [ 2D* - He { 1 - r ( H - 1 ) ) ] (3.9)
* •  ft
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= t* u ’ (3.11)
e [■ 3u 1
ue L 9y J ° (3.13)
= -  = -r  (3.14)
ue L 3y J
During calculation, the first two equations are used to provide increments 
in momentum thickness and energy form parameter over each step. Once the 
first compatibility condition (eqn. 3.14) is satisfied, use can be made of 
the profile parameter contour charts given in Figs. 3.1a,b,c to determine 
the new profile parameter values. Computationally, the use of such charts 
was achieved by interpolation. This process, coupled with the need to 
input a large data file, was a contributary factor to the inefficiency of 
the computer code. One further drawback arose from the stability of the 
calculation for certain conditions.
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Head (Ref. 34) pointed out that, when the boundary layer was thin, 
sucessive values of He' tended to oscillate wildly. The solution to this 
problem was a reduction in station increment size under such conditions, 
which subsequently increased the calculation time. At separation the 
calculation became indeterminate and thus continuation through the point 
of separation would have been impossible in the direct mode.
Although the method was computationally slow, the accuracy of 
prediction obtained was felt to be very satisfactory. The doubly-infinite 
velocity profile family used to provide the parameter charts, and the 
inclusion of upstream influence via the energy equation were the main 
reasons for the success of the method. The range provided by these 
profiles meant that, even in regions of rapid pressure gradient change, 
the calculation would approximate closely to reality. It appeared that, 
if a new method could be developed which was well behaved at separation, 
still retained the accuracy given by the velocity profile family and was 
computationally more efficient, it would be desirable for the overall 
predictive scheme.
3.3.2. Development of a New Laminar Boundary Layer Calculation Technique
The boundary layer calculation method ,qf Le Foil (Ref. 32) provided the 
basis for the new method. To effect closure of the system of equations 
(3.1-3.7) it was necessary to develop relations between the four boundary 
layer parameters H, He, D and Cf. Graphs of H v ’s He and He v's 2D were 
plotted from the velocity profile parameter charts, and polynomials fitted 
through the data points (Figs. 3.2 and 3.3). It was found that the 
average percentage error between the points and the polynomial fit was
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3.1% for the H v's He relation and 1.1% for the He v's 2D relation. The 
data were then* filtered to reduce the influence of profiles indicative of 
suction effects and the resulting accuracy of the two fits was increased 
to an acceptable error level of less than one percent thus allowing the 
polynomials to be implemented into the calculation.
Integration of the H v's He curve permitted the relationship between
L, the ordinate of Le Foil’s plane, and He to be defined. This relation
was initially represented by a polynomial of degree six and is shown in
Fig. 3.4. The value of the dissipation coefficient CD was forthcoming 
&
from the He v's 2D since
CD « 2D* (3.15)
ue0
Having established these relations, only skin friction remained to be
included. Initially the value of £ from Head's profile family was
correlated, in turn, against H, He, and D * . It was found that, although
calculation was possible by any one of these relations, the results
obtained were not of the quality of the original method. An interpolation
£
procedure was therefore adopted using the values of m, £ and 2D from the 
tabulated data to find the skin friction. Whilst the inclusion of an 
interpolation scheme effectively slowed the calculation, it remained 
significantly faster than the original method due to the reduction in 
input data and the inclusion of the polynomial relations. The new 
technique also appeared to be less sensitive to calculation stepsize 
allowing a significant reduction in the number of steps per calculation. 
Finally, the method, as indicated by the turbulent case, was well behaved 
in the vicinity of separation, thus providing the basis for the subsequent
extension to separated flow.
3.3.3 Comparison of New Technique with Head’s Method
The new technique, once established, was compared with the original method 
due to Head over a number of the exact/series solutions. The results of 
the separation prediction for both methods are given in Table 2. The 
percentage difference in the distance to separation, between the new 
method and the exact/series solutions, was found to be 1.86% compared with 
1.7% for Head's method. This result gave a significant indication of the 
retained accuracy of the new technique.
Comparison of boundary layer growth and parameter development was made 
for all the test cases and an illustration of the quality of agreement 
obtained is given in Fig. 3.5 where results for two of the velocity 
distributions are presented. In both cases, growth prediction is similar 
for the two schemes although some disparity is evident between the 
predicted form parameters, especially in the case where the calculation 
begins from a stagnation point. The difference in the form parameter 
prediction is related to the variance between the original tabulated 
parameter data and the developed polynomial relations which are used in 
the present method. It was felt that further filtering of the parameter 
data may have produced a better correlation but the results obtained were 
considered to be satisfactory for aerofoil application since, in all 
cases, the percentage disagreement was small.
The two methods were then compared over a number of aerofoil velocity
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distributions. Initially a very crude linearly interpolated 
representation' x>f velocity gradient was used without any smoothing. An 
example of the prediction obtained is given in Fig. 3.6 for the GA(W)-1 
aerofoil at six degrees incidence. Whilst the method of Head gave a 
relatively smooth prediction, that due to the new technique exhibited 
several discontinuities. Closer examination of this result indicated 
that, the steplike nature of the calculation output was related to the 
unsmoothed representation of the velocity gradient, and that the apparent 
discontinuities coincided with the inviscid calculation panel corner 
points as shown in Fig. 3.7. The influence of pressure gradient on the 
method was isolated to the behaviour of the parameter m and the subsequent 
effect which it had on the skin friction interpolation.
Since the inclusion of this parameter was essential to the method, it 
was preferred to modify the velocity gradient input. The use of a spline 
fit was investigated and, although a smooth distribution was obtained 
(Fig. 3.8 ), the approach proved to be problematic when considered for the 
overall predictive scheme. A three point Lagrange interpolation scheme 
was therefore used to provide the pressure gradient input to the 
calculation. Although the distribution obtained (Fig. 3.9) was not 
completely smooth, it was a considerable improvement on the original. A 
series of tests were conducted to assess the effect on accuracy of spline 
fitting compared with the simpler Lagrange interpolation. It was found 
that the difference in predicted transition and separation locations was 
generally very small, and the effect on the full aerofoil calculation 
negligible.
Inclusion of the new technique into the overall procedure produced a
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saving of some five percent in computation time and, more importantly, 
provided a laminar boundary layer calculation technique with possibilities 
of extension to separated flow problems such as separation bubbles. The 
nature of this'calculation will be discussed in detail in chapter five.
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3.A Turbulent Boundary Layer Calculation
The method of Le Foil (Ref. 32), as given by Assassa and Papailiou (Ref. 
33), was used "to calculate the development of the turbulent boundary 
layer. This method was adopted principally for its ability to calculate 
separation accurately and to deal with small regions of separated flow.
The former being considered important to the accuracy of the overall
performance calculation, and the latter, to the extension of the method to
cope with laminar separation bubbles. The system of equations 3.1 - 3.7 
require, as stated previously for the laminar case, the development of a 
number of relations to effect closure. The method of Assassa and 
Papailiou utilises the velocity profile family of Coles (Ref. 37) in the 
more general form of Kuhn and Nielsen (Ref. 38) to provide both the skin 
friction and the boundary layer velocity distribution terms.
This profile can be expressed in the form
and by evaluating the above equation at the edge of the boundary layer, 
the skin friction coefficient can be found. In the above equation, the 
parameter UT is the friction velocity expressed, to accommodate separated 
flows, in the modified form
In equation (3.16) the additional unit in the logarithmic term and the
(3.16)
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inclusion of the extra exponential terms are used to provide a smooth 
transition between the turbulent flow and the wall, through a laminar 
sublayer. At high Reynolds numbers these terms are generally 
insignificant "except in the wall region, but, with reduced Reynolds 
number, become more dominant, and eventually distort the profile. To 
overcome this problem, the exponential terms were scaled in accordance 
with the reduction in Reynolds number and thus a more realistic profile 
representation was obtained for both attached and separated flow cases. 
This treatment of the profile will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 
5.
With the profile shape defined in the above manner, it was possible to 
develop a relation between H and He and thus, by integration of this 
function, a correlation between H and L (Figs. 3.10 and 3.11). The 
empirical relation given by Assassa and Papailiou was employed to provide 
the value of the dissipation coefficient
irx He + He j (3.18)
and so from equation (3.3) the value of M could be obtained.
Implicit in the above equation is the equilibrium parameter irt which 
is related, within the algorithm, to the Rotta-Clauser form factor G by 
the relation given by Nash (Ref. 33), which is expressed in the form
v j = 0.026874 (G2 + 2.8G - 64.47) (3.19)
Although this relation is only valid for equilibrium flows, tests indicate
CD =
H -
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(Ref. 34) that the accuracy of the method for non-equilibrium cases is 
acceptable.
In order to test the accuracy of the algorithm, once established, the 
calculations of Assassa and Papailiou, for the test cases of Chu and Young 
(Ref. 39), were duplicated (Fig. 3.12) and found to agree with the 
original. It should be noted, that in both these cases, separation would 
not have been predicted unless the influence of the fluctuation terms were 
included. In this method a first attempt at the inclusion of these terms 
was made via the value of C t where
Ci = = 0.85 (3.20)
rt — 1
The value of C t is set to unity in the laminar case, thus effectively 
neglecting the second order terms.
The computer algorithm was tested over a number of Stanford Conference 
(Ref. 40) cases and was found to perform well in the majority of these.
Two example comparisons are given in Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14 for 
Weighardt's flat plate flow, and for the Bradshaw and Ferriss relaxing 
flow. The prediction obtained for both flows compares well with 
experimental data except in the prediction of skin friction for the 
relaxing flow. Other, more commonly used, boundary layer calculation 
techniques provide no better predictive capability, for this particular 
case (Ref. 40), and are generally not as well behaved in the vicinity of 
separation. It was felt, therefore, that on the basis of these and other 
results, the method was satisfactory for inclusion in the overall scheme.
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3.5 Transition
Within the present analysis scheme, there are four main transition options 
available. Thfese are
1) Fixed transition on the upper surface
2) Calculated natural transition
3) Transition just prior to laminar separation
4) Transition within a laminar separation bubble
Of these options, the first three are contained within the mainstream 
calculation and are straightforward in application. The fourth, however, 
is, at present, an interactive calculation requiring some knowledge of the 
program structure and output formulation. This fourth option is discussed 
in some detail in Chapter 5.
If transition is fixed, then the required input to the program is the 
chordal location. The laminar boundary layer calculation terminates at 
this specified point and provides the starting conditions for the 
subsequent turbulent calculation. At present, no modification of these 
starting conditions is allowed for, although it is likely that this option 
will be included as a subsequent enhancement.
Two different correlations are available to provide the calculated 
location of transition. The first, due to Michel (Ref. 41) , assumes that 
the momentum thickness Reynolds number, at transition, is related to the 
surface length Reynolds number by the equation
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Rq = 1.174 (1 +
22400
(3.21)
The second method of calculating the location of transition is the e9 
method of Van- Ingen (Ref. 42) and Smith and Gamberoni. This method* 
which is based on linear stability theory, assumes that when a small 
disturbance is introduced at a critical Reynolds number and is amplified
Whilst transition from laminar to turbulent flow, at low Reynolds number, 
often occurs within a separated shear layer, the present analysis scheme 
boundary layer calculation routine is unable to model this phenomenon. If 
the boundary layer calculation does indicate laminar separation prior to 
natural transition, then the third option fixes transition to occur just 
prior to the separation point. For very small separation bubbles, it is 
likely (Ref. 17) that the growth of the boundary layer behind the 
separation bubble would be similar to that obtained by this simple
by a factor e 9 , transition begins. The present calculation utilises the
correlation given by Cebeci (Ref. 24) which was derived via the
Faulkner-Skan equation
Re « 14.9987+1.69602(Rs-7256.37)}RS-7256.37|“0.56399 ^  22)
approach.
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CHAPTER 4
DEVELOPMENT OF A LONG SEPARATION BUBBLE REATTACHMENT CRITERION
4.1 Introduction
The requirement for certain aerodynamic devices to operate with a low 
characteristic Reynolds number often results in severe performance 
degradation of the important lifting and control surfaces. For an 
aerofoil, the Reynolds number range Rc < lxlO6 is particularly critical 
due to the sensitivity of the flow to such parameters as noise, surface 
texture, vibration, geometric environment and freestream turbulence (Refs. 
1 & 6). The problem is further compounded by the behaviour of the 
aerofoil boundary layer, particularly if laminar separation exists. The 
analytic assessment of the aerofoils performance is therefore a difficult, 
and often, approximate procedure. This chapter considers one aspect of 
this flow regime, namely, the prediction of the onset of long separation 
bubble formation from the unattached condition as the Reynolds number is 
increased.
Recent empirical data for the GU25-5(11)8 aerofoil (Ref. 29) 
highlights the effect of such a phenomenon. In the contour chart, 
presented in Fig. 4.1, it can be seen that, for an incidence of four 
degrees and an increasing Reynolds number, there is a tenfold increase in 
lift where the contours are closely spaced. This rapid change in lift 
coefficient is indicative of long separation bubble formation followed by
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rapid contraction to a stable short bubble. This region, which' is often 
referred to as' the 'critical' region, may occur at different Reynolds 
numbers for different aerofoil sections and, generally, the magntiude of 
the associated" change in lift can vary considerably and is difficult to 
determine analytically. Comparative tests on the above aerofoil, the 
GA(W)— 1 aerofoil and the NACA 0015 section were recently conducted in the 
same faciltiy (Ref. 43) to assess their low Reynolds number performance.
It can be observed in Figs. 4.2 & 4.3 that the critical region for the 
GA(W)-L aerofoil was only just reached, and was beyond the range of the 
facility for the NACA 0015 section. These particular examples give a good 
indication of the variation in critical region location to be expected 
between different aerofoil sections. The location of this region may be 
further affected by the disturbance environment of the test facility.
The explanation of this phenomenon follows from consideration of the 
upper surface boundary layer behaviour and, in particular, the nature of 
the laminar separation bubble once formed. Prior to the formation of this 
bubble, there exists laminar separation with no subsequent shear layer 
reattachment. Once, with increased Reynolds number, reattachment occurs 
forming a 'long bubble', it rapidly contracts with further small increases 
in Reynolds number. This progression continues until a short, stable 
laminar separation bubble is formed. .With subsequent increases in 
Reynolds number, the short bubble may disappear if transition occurs prior 
to laminar boundary layer separation. An illustration of this process is 
provided in Figs. 4.4a & 4.4b where both boundary layer and pressure 
distribution behaviour are presented. The most noticeable feature of this 
figure is that, for the same angle of attack, there is a threefold change 
in the value of suction peak fdr a Reynolds number change of just
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3.3 x 105 even when considerable turbulent separation was present at the 
higher Reynolds'number.
It has been shown by several investigators (Refs. 1 & 18) that the 
pressure distribution associated with short laminar separation bubble 
formation is very similar to that which would occur as a result of 
'standard1 laminar-turbulent boundary layer flow. The preceding figure* 
however, highlights the quite different and more significant effect of the 
long bubble, where the suction peak collapse can be dramatic. This has 
rendered the prediction of all but the short bubble to an uncertain 
accuracy and, more generally, to the empirical domain. The identification 
of the long bubble formation region would, however, appear desirable for 
any low Reynolds number aerofoil analysis scheme and would undoubtedly be 
of practical interest to the design engineer. If the performance of an 
aerofoil could be predicted on either side of the region, then a technique 
which identified the region's lower limit and the rate of bubble 
contraction, would give an indication as to whether the aerofoil could 
operate through it’s critical region without causing severe performance 
degradation. The ability of a flight vehicle to operate through, or on 
the limit of, its critical region could thus be assessed. It is proposed 
herein that a criterion based on the method of Horton (Ref. 16) can 
identify the lower Reynolds number limit of long bubble formation and 
indicate the subsequent collapse to the short form.
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4.1.1 General Description of the Reattachment Problem
The occurrence of separated shear layer reattachment, due to increasing 
Reynolds number, is difficult to determine by experiment. Flow 
visualization on a large scale model of the GU25-5(11)8 aerofoil (Ref. 44) 
indicated that, prior to well defined long bubble formation, there existed 
a fluctuating state between fully separated flow and shear layer 
reattachment. Although it is likely that the extent of this fluctuating 
state is dependant on the turbulence environment of the test, it may also 
be true that this phenomenon represents the analytical near trailing edge 
reattachment case just prior to rapid bubble contraction. It was the 
modelling of the related reattachment Reynolds number which was the 
considered problem.
Horton (Ref. 16) developed a method for the prediction of the growth 
and bursting of short laminar separation bubbles which is adequate while 
the perturbed velocity distribution closely resembles the inviscid 
solution, since the latter is used in the reattachment criterion. For 
’classical' short bubbles, this similarity initially exists although, as 
growth continues towards 'bursting', discrepancies in the two 
distributions become more marked and the predictive effectiveness 
deteriorates. As previuosly discussed.,, flows exhibiting long separation 
bubbles differ significantly from the normal laminar-turbulent boundary 
layer cases, and as such are not amenable to analysis by this method. It 
was felt, however, that if the equations derived by Horton provided an 
adequate representation of the behaviour of the free shear layer of a long 
bubble, then a solution of the long bubble problem may be obtained by the 
simple inclusion of an alternative reattachment criterion.
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The progression through the critical region is such that, with 
increasing separation bubble length there is generally an associated 
collapse of the pressure distribution suction peak. The limiting value of 
this collapse bccurs when reattachment just fails to take place. Thus, 
with enlarging bubble size, the pressure distribution tends towards the 
laminar separation configuration. It appeared possible, therefore, that a 
reattachment criterion based on the separated laminar flow pressure 
distribution may provide a plausible indicator of long bubble formation. 
Before discussing the proposed reattachment criterion in detail, it is 
pertinent to consider the treatment of the free shear layer.
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4.2 Separated Shear Layer
After laminar separation from the aerofoil surface, a laminar shear layer 
exists for a sliort distance, the length of which depends on such 
parameters as Reynolds number and freestream turbulence, before it 
undergoes transition to the turbulent state. The shear layer thickens 
rapidly, after transition, by increased entrainment of the the surrounding 
fluid. If this entrainment rate is sufficiently large, then shear layer 
reattachment will occur, so forming a laminar separation bubble.
For the purposes of analysis it is convenient to deal with the free 
shear layer as two distinct regions, i.e. before and after transition.
4.2.1 Laminar Shear Layer
The original correlation utilised by Horton (Ref. 16) to relate the length 
of the laminar shear layer ( non-dimensionalised by the momentum thickness 
at separation ) to RQsep is given in equation 4.1 below.
it 4 x 104
  =   (4.1)
®sep ^0sep
The free laminar shear layer is an inherently unstable phenomenon and, as 
such, is very sensitive to the freestream disturbance environment in which 
it exists. The above correlation of Horton, when compared to a number of 
experimental investigations (Fig. 4.5), shows poor agreement with the 
majority of data points obtained. Although extraneous flow effects have 
not, in general, been empirically modelled, attempts have been made to
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assess the influence of freestream turbulence (Ref. 6). Roberts (Ref. 30) 
proposed an improved correlation of the form
it K Logto {coth(TF x 10)]
—  =  :---------- (4.2)
®sep ^9sep
where TF is the Turbulence Factor and K is a constant taking the value
2.5 x 104 . Turbulence intensity may be substituted for Turbulence Factor 
since, during an experiment, it is common to measure only the turbulence 
intensity and since, generally, the macroscale length of flow turbulence 
has a very small effect on the value of the Turbulence Factor.
If the relation of equation 4.2 is plotted against the empirical data 
(Fig. 4.6) by adjusting the data via the turbulence correction, it can be 
observed that, although the scatter is still quite significant, the 
general agreement has been noticeably improved. In the developed 
technique, the correlation of Roberts was used, but with the value of K 
adjusted to 3 x 104. It was felt that this value gave a slightly better 
fit to the available empirical data.
It should be noted that, in the above figure, the data of Gault 
(Ref. 14) represents leading edge separation bubbles only, as he himself 
considered some of his mid-chord data to be suspect. The results produced 
by Gaster (Ref. 14) have been adjusted upward slightly since Gaster 
measured the length of the bubble dead air region and not the laminar 
shear layer. Gaster indicated that the dead air region was about forty to 
fifty percent of the total bubble length, whereas, the laminar shear layer 
would be expected to account for up to eighty percent of the bubble.
The reversed flow velocities within the laminar portion of a 
separation bubble are relatively small. It is therefore assumed, in 
Horton's method* that the associated skin friction is negligible and thus 
from the momentum equation d0/dx = 0 .  The momentum thickness at 
transition is, therefore, known and is equivalent to the momentum 
thickness at the point of laminar separation.
4.2.2 Turbulent Shear Layer
The criterion developed by Horton to indicate separated shear layer 
reattachment is founded on the assumption of a universal velocity profile 
at the point of reattachment. Although this may be an accurate assumption 
for short laminar separation bubbles, it is unlikely to be representative 
of the conditions of long bubble reattachment where the boundary layer 
would possibly be in a wake-like * state (Ref. 44) with reattachment 
occurring as an intermittant phenomenon. It was felt, however, that once 
reattachment had been established, the reattachment profile would tend 
towards that given by Horton, with increasing Reynolds number. This 
assumption, if correct, would render the turbulent shear layer analysis of 
Horton valid for the present purpose. The premise of a universal velocity 
profile, coupled with the assumption of constant eddy viscosity permits 
Truckenbrodt's (Ref. 16) shape parameter equation to be reduced to the form
a R
9 due
ue ds
= -0.0059 (4.3)
R
The value of this pressure gradient parameter was adjusted to account for 
the increased dissipation in a reattaching boundary layer, by adopting an
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experimental mean value of
aR
0 due
ue ds JR
-0.0082 (4.4)
By assuming a linear drop of external velocity over the turbulent part of 
the separation bubble, the above pressure parameter reattachment criterion 
combined with the energy integral equation yields
CDm  +  (l-“ eR>
*b - *t
4He --------
- 4 Qsep
ueR = c d Z (4.5)
m
4He ~ Ar
With the momentum thickness at the point of laminar separation known and 
the energy form parameter following from the mean reattachment profile, 
only the value of CDm was required for solution. This value was taken to 
be CDm = 0.0182, as used by Horton. A locus of possible reattachment 
points could therefore be generated by the above equation. Reattachment 
was deemed to occur if this locus became tangential to the reattachment 
line velocity distribution. A detailed derivation of Horton's method is 
contained in Appendix 6.
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4.3 Reattachment Criterion
To develop a long bubble reattachment line it was first necessary to 
establish the governing parameters. The laminar separation pressure 
distribution prior to bubble formation may, as previously indicated, 
influence the point at which reattachment takes place. A parabolic 
pressure coefficient reattachment line based on this distribution was 
therefore investigated. Such a distribution was chosen, since three 
defining conditions were considered to be of relevance. Of these three 
conditions, one was supplied by the inviscid flow pressure distribution, 
and the remaining two, by the separated laminar flow pressure 
distribution. The reattachment curve developed is shown in Fig. 4.7.
The first governing parameter was provided by the value pressure 
coefficient at the point of laminar separation. It was assumed that this 
value of pressure coefficient would exist just prior to shear layer 
reattachment and so the free shear layer would intially have this pressure 
as its starting value. Similarly, any reattachment line must also begin 
from this point. The reattachment line pressure gradient through 
separation was assumed continuous with respect to the 'attached ' portion 
of the separated flow pressure distribution. This followed from 
consideration of the limiting case where shear layer reattachment occurs 
at an infinitely short distance behind separation. The resultant pressure 
distribution would closely resemble the attached flow case and, therefore, 
exhibit virtual continuity of pressure gradient through the separation and 
reattachment points.
The final boundary condition required to define the reattachment line
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was derived from the inviscid flow pressure distribution. Once separation 
is initiated bit*an aerofoil, the value of trailing edge pressure 
coefficient steadily reduces from the limiting fully attached flow value 
which can be predicted with some accuracy via an appropriate inviscid 
calculation. In an extreme case, bubble reattachment may occur at the 
trailing edge and so may be considered to instantaneously achieve a value 
of pressure coefficient close to that of the inviscid solution. For this 
reason, the trailing edge pressure coefficient for the inviscid flow case 
was taken as the last boundary condition.
The behaviour of the developed reattachment line with respect to the 
locus of possible reattachment points is illustrated in Fig. 4.8. 
Intersection or tangentiality of these two curves would indicate separated 
shear layer reattachment.
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4.4 Results of the Reattachment Method for the GU25-5(11)8 Aerofoil
As previously demonstrated, the GU25-5(11)8 aerofoil exhibited a well 
defined critical region and, as such, provided an ideal test case for the 
developed method. To apply the reattachment criterion effectively, it was 
necessary to run the aerofoil analysis procedure over a number of closely 
spaced Reynolds numbers for each angle of attack. This was carried out 
for the above aerofoil and the appropriate reattachment Reynolds number 
established for each incidence. Pressure distribution and flow 
visualization data were available for this aerofoil section, thus allowing 
Fig. 4.9 to be generated. This figure is an idealised representation of 
Fig. 4.1 with the empirical lines of shear layer reattachment and stable 
short bubble formation highlighted. Comparison of the predicted results
with the idealised shear layer reattachment line shows considerable
agreement although the positions of the experimentally obtained
reattachment cases are difficult to establish exactly, and so, the
subjective location of the idealised line is prone to some small degree of 
uncertainty.
Generally, it can be observed that at lower angles of attack the 
calculated reattachment Reynolds numbers are more consistent with the 
empirical line, than at higher angles... This result may have been related 
to the reduction in appropriateness of the quasi-linear approximation to 
the continuous vortex sheet, within the panel method, as separation moved 
closer to the leading edge. The high curvature associated with the 
leading edge should normally be represented by a large number of panels, 
whereas, in this case only forty seven panels described the entire 
profile. It was felt that the calculation may have been improved if a
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larger number of coordinates had been available for use. A further 
complication arose from the fact, as stated in Chapter 2, that the 
numerical difficulties encountered when the wake model ran close to the 
aerofoil surfahe resulted in a forced shifting of the separation point. 
This became more critical as the separation point moved in .front of the 
maximum thickness and the wake departure angle from the aerofoil surface 
became more acute. The quality of definition of the pressure gradient at 
the point of laminar separation may also have had some influence since the 
pressure gradient in the proximity of separation was strongly dependant on 
the vortex panel distribution. Resolution may have been lost if the 
number or distribution of the vortex panels was unsuitable, although, 
since the reattachment line started and finished at well defined points, 
it was felt that any such effect may not have been significant.
By providing the separation and reattachment points of the shear 
layer, an indication of the bubble size could be obtained from the 
technique. The flow visualization data for the GU25-5(11)8 aerofoil (Ref. 
45) was used to obtain empirical bubble lengths for certain cases.
Results were obtained from the reattachment criterion for these cases and 
comparison made with this empirical data. It became clear, from this 
comparison, that the length of: the bubble was predicted with some accuracy 
when the bubble was long; typically mor.e than thirty percent chord. Such 
accuracy was not, however, evident for shorter bubbles, after significant 
contraction had taken place, since the assumptions on which the method was 
based would lose validity. A general indication was, nonetheless, given 
for the rate of bubble contraction to the 'classical' short form.
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4.5 General Application of the Criterion
The general applicability of the method remains, as yet, unproven. The 
final boundary" condition used to define the criterion reattachment line 
was somewhat speculative. The inviscid flow trailing edge .pressure 
coefficient is an upper limit and as such is unlikely ever to be reached 
in practice. An added complication arises from the fact that this value 
was found to be influenced by the upper and lower surface panel 
distributions near the trailing edge. As a consequence, a certain degree 
of variance was introduced into the calculation. It was felt, however, 
that this variance was unlikely to have a significant effect on the 
overall result due to the stabilizing effect of the short wake 
calculation, discussed in chapter two, and the fact that reattachment 
generally occurred away from the trailing edge.
The representation of the bubble pressure distribution by Horton’s 
method is only valid when a short separation bubble is being considered.
It is therefore unrealistic to extend the method to the prediction of the 
pressure distribution due to a long separation bubble based on the present 
approach. Application of it should thus be limited to shear layer 
behavioural prediction. This limitation relegates the present technique 
to that of a bubble formation indicator. It is clear that a different 
approach would be required if long bubble effects were to be calculated by 
some viscid-inviscid interaction scheme although, if the gross laminar 
separation and steady short bubble performance were both known, an 
estimate of the long bubble effect could be made by simple interpolation 
through the indicated critical region.
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The deterioration of the prediction for the GU25-5(11)8 aerofoil, as 
the separation'point moved forward indicated that, for the reasons given 
above, the method may be more applicable to sections exhibiting mid-chord 
separation bubbles rather than leading edge ones.
The results obtained by the reattachment criterion are strongly 
dependant on the quality of prediction made by the aerofoil analysis 
procedure of which it is part. Since, at present, only one aerofoil 
section has been examined in detail, the effectiveness of, not only the 
developed reattachment criterion, but also the laminar Wake Factor 
increment correlation remain unproven. Although the relative scarcity of 
low Reynolds number laminar separation data poses a problem, further 
substantiation by means of comparison with experimentally obtained data 
from other aerofoil sections, and other test facilities, is required.
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CHAPTER 5
EXTENSION OF THE BOUNDARY LAYER CALCULATION TO SEPARATED FLOW
5.1 Introduction
At low Reynolds numbers, it is possible for laminar separation to precede 
transition. If this occurs, the free shear layer normally undergoes 
transition shortly after separation and the subsequent entrainment process 
is usually sufficient for shear layer reattachment to take place, so 
forming a separation bubble. Provided the bubble is small, the effect 
which it has on the aerofoil pressure distribution is small and is 
characterised by a small perturba’tion near the leading edge with an 
associated slight reduction in the suction peak. It is of significance, 
however, that with reduced Reynolds number the onset of stall may be 
influenced by the presence of such a bubble, although this effect is, at 
present, difficult to quantify. This phenomenon is likely to arise from 
the behaviour of the turbulent boundary layer formed behind the separation 
bubble since the stability of- this boundary layer is fundamental to the 
subsequent aerofoil separation characteristics. A reattaching boundary 
layer of this type may exist in a non-equilibrium state for some distance 
beyond the point of reattachment and may also be significantly thicker 
than that which would occur as a result of natural transition (Ref. 17). 
The sluggish nature of this thickened boundary layer may induce trailing 
edge separation earlier than would otherwise occur. This effect would be 
more significant at high angles of attack where the relatively short
turbulent boundary layer would be prone to the influence of the separation 
bubble over most or all of its length. A development of the aerofoil 
analysis scheme to allow the assessment of boundary layer growth behind a 
separation bubble and to investigate the effect, on the separation 
characteristic, of such growth was therefore initiated.
Extension of the boundary layer calculation through the point of 
laminar separation was hampered by the existence of the well documented 
(Ref. 46) singularity which results in a breakdown of the direct boundary 
layer calculation as separation is approached. Recent investigations 
(Refs 17 & 47) have preferred to calculate through the point of laminar 
separation by solving the boundary layer equations in the inverse mode. 
When a solution is obtained in this manner, the velocity distribution is 
the calculation output with some parameter such as displacement thickness 
taken as an initial specified input. This approach exhibits no singular 
behaviour around the separation point and, as such, a smooth progression 
from attached to separated flow is obtained. For the calculation of 
separation bubble effects, the inverse formulation requires a fully 
viscid-inviscid interaction type approach with, generally, a Cauchy 
integral representation of the perturbed inviscid flow (Ref. 17). If it 
were possibly to calculate separation bubble effects directly, then it 
would be possible to analyse empirical data more thoroughly via the 
pressure distribution obtained in a test. This, in turn, would, for 
example, allow the assessment of the effect of a boundary layer trip, as 
opposed to the separation bubble, to be made more accurately without 
resorting to further experiment.
The recent direct turbulent boundary layer calculation technique of
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Assassa and Papailiou (Ref. 33) has been shown to behave well in the 
vicinity of separation and has been used successfully to calculate small 
regions of separated flow. The good performance of this method around the 
separation region was principailyj’due to the manner in which the momentum 
and energy integral equations were formulated, with the chosen boundary 
layer variables being finite and well behaved near separation. The 
ablilty of this method to predict a reattaching boundary layer (Ref. 33), 
indicated it’s suitability for application to the turbulent portion of a 
separation bubble. Calculation of the laminar portion of the shear layer 
still posed a significant problem if the direct approach were to be 
employed.
The previously developed direct laminar boundary layer calculation 
technique, presented in chapter three, was well behaved as separation was 
approached. It was therefore felt that an investigation into the possible 
extension of the method through the point of laminar separation was 
warranted by the success of the above turbulent method.
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5.2 Extension of the Laminar Boundary Layer Calculation
The laminar boundary layer calculation technique of chapter three relied 
on the velocity profile parameter data of Head (Ref. 34) to provide 
function relationships through which calculation closure could be 
achieved. Unfortunately, the velocity profile family only contained 
profiles indicative of attached flow. It was therefore necessary to 
extend the range of profiles in order that the required function 
relationships could be developed for separated flow.
5.2.1 Velocity Profile Development
To retain consistency between the profiles developed by Head (Ref. 34) and 
those to be developed for the separated flow calculation, the same basic 
approach was employed. In it, it* was assumed that the velocity 
distribution within the boundary layer could be represented by the equation
= f(n) * fi(r\) + cf2(n) + d f 3(n) (5.1)
ue
where r\ = y/b» f 4(n) is the Blasius profile ( ^ ' ' ( 0) = 0), f 2,,(0) = 
f 3'(0) = 0 and c and d are constants used to determine the profile shape. 
Formulation of the velocity profile in this form permitted the Blasius 
profile to be modified by varying amounts of the functions f2 and f3 to 
produce a range of velocity profiles. The functions f2 and f3 were 
determined in such a way that they satisfied two known profiles other than 
Blasius for each considered flow state. In the attached flow case, Head 
derived separation functions from two profiles given by Thwaites 
(Ref. 48), and high skin friction functions from the asymptotic suction
profile and a hypothetical profile having the same value of 1/U (dU/dn)o 
but with 1/U O 2u/0t\2)o = 0. Once, for the considered condition, the two 
profiles were known, it was possible to express them in the form
-  = F(n) ’ (5.2)
Uo
-  = G(n) (5.3)
ue
For each of these two profiles it was necessary to determine two 
matching approximate profiles such that
u
fi + c i^z + d xf3 (5.4)
eu
u = f t + c 2 f 2 + d 2f 3 (5.5)ue
It is clear from the above equations and the stated boundary conditions 
that, if the approximate profiles were to satisfy the given profiles at 
the origin, then
F '(0) = f t’(0) + c jf 2’(0) (5.6)
F ’'(0) = djf 3''(0) (5.7)
G'(0) = f t'(0) + c 2f 2'(0) (5.8)
G * '(0) = d 2f 3'’(0) (5.9)
Further, if the constants c and, d were assigned arbitrary values, then the
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system of equations to be solved contained only two unknowns; i.e. f2 and 
f 3 , and ' -
~F(n) = f t(n) + c tf 2(n) + d ^ g C n ) (5.10)
G(n) = f t(n) + c 2f 2(n) + d 2f 3(n) (5.11)
These equations could thus be solved for numerous values of n, thereby 
providing the values of f2 and f3 through the velocity profile.
To develop the attached flow profiles, Head (Ref. 34) assigned the 
value of unity to c and d for the asymptotic suction profile and was able 
to determine the values of these constants corresponding to the separation 
profiles by specifying
where the subscript t refers to the separation profiles and 2 to the 
profiles with high skin friction. In this way, Head established that
c ** -0.493 for the two separation profiles, thus allowing the two sets of
. . /
functions f 2 and f 3 to be developed.
When considering the problem of separated flow, it was necessary to 
have two separated flow profiles to develop the required functions and to 
thus extend the velocity profile family. Empirical data for separated 
laminar flows was not readily available and, until recently, prone to
I f 2'(0) }, = [ f 2’(0) ]2 (5.12)
[ f3''(0) ]t = [ f3''(0) ]2 (5.13)
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severe measurement errors.
The hypothetical separated flow profiles of Stewartson (Ref. 49), 
derived from solutions of the Faulkner Skan equation, provided ideal 
examples for the present purpose since the profiles were well defined and 
their derivatives easily obtainable. Two of these profiles were therefore 
used to develop the required functions. The specific profiles were those 
characterised by /3 ** -0.025 and f3 =* -0.05, both of which are presented in 
Fig. 5.1. The necessity for the pair of profiles to have the same value 
of l/ue (3u/3n)o presented a problem since, for the above mentioned 
profiles, this was not the case. As a result, two different values of the 
constant c were obtained for the separated flow profiles. By averaging 
these values, the constant c was calculated to be c = -0.8226. The error 
associated with this averaging process was found to be less than two 
percent. The method used to obtain this value of c was completely 
consistent with that of Head and the original constraints were employed, 
such that
[ f 2'(0) Jt = [ f 2'(0) J2 = I f 2’(0) ]3 (5.14)
[ f 3"(0) ]t = [ f 3' ' (0) ]2 = [ f 3' ' (0) ]3 (5.15)
where the subscript 3 refers to the Stewartson profiles. The percentage
error involved with the adoption of a single c value for the Stewartson 
profiles was felt to be acceptable and the functions f2 and f3 were 
therefore obtained in the manner described above. These functions along 
with those developed by Head, for the high skin friction and separation 
profiles, are presented in Fig. 5.2. The development of these functions
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from the high skin friction case, through separation, into the separated 
flow region appears, from the figure, to follow a progression with the 
most striking change occurring after separation as would be expected 
(Ref. 46).
Having established these functions, it was possible to obtain 
intermediate profiles by interpolation between the different function 
values. Head (Ref. 34) assumed a linear interpolation between the high 
skin friction values and the separation profile values such that for an 
intermediate value c^n and for n = n t, the value of the function f 2 could 
be obtained from
f 2 = ( f z C n , ) ] ,  -  [ [ f 2( n i > l ,  -  ( f 2( n , ) ] 2 1 P.—j L l S l n  ( 5 . 1 6 )
A similar scheme was used to obta'in intermediate values of f3 . This 
process of interpolation was then repeated for each value of n until a 
full profile could be defined.
In the present method, it was desired to achieve continuity with the 
attached flow profiles of Head. The marked change in function values, 
between the separation profiles and the Stewartson profiles, indicated 
that, generally, simple extrapolation of the above technique would not 
allow the required separated flow function values to be achieved. An 
interpolated curve was therefore used, between the separation profile 
function values and the Stewartson profile function values, with the same 
initial slope as the linear interpolation line used by Head, to provide 
the intermediate values of the functions f 2 and f g.
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An example of the variation of these function values with c is given 
in Fig. 5.3 for "f2 at three values of n. From this figure, it is clear 
that, generally, there is a sharp change in the value of f 2 associated 
with the separation region. Similar behaviour of the function f3 was 
apparent and was considered to be entirely consistent with the classically 
held view (Ref. 46) of a dramatic change in the boundary layer as the 
separation point is passed.
Using the above interpolation scheme, it was possible to build up a 
series of profiles for each value of c by varying the value of d. It was 
found, in accordance with the findings of Head for attached flow, that 
there was a limited range of d, for each value of c, from which physically 
realistic profiles were obtained.
In order that only physically' acceptable profiles were used, a 
computer program was constructed to generate and filter possible profiles 
before any function relationships were developed from them. In the 
filtering process, the profile would only have been acceptable if u/U < 1 
at all points on the profile, and if H > 0. Typically, up to two thousand 
profiles were calculated for every ten values of d. In Fig. 5.4 a range 
of profiles, corresponding to-the variation in c between the Stewartson 
profile average value and the separation profile value, are presented for 
one value of d. Profile generation beyond the Stewartson profile value of 
c was also attempted, but this only produced a limited number of 
physically acceptable profiles.
Once a large number of separated flow profiles had been generated, it
£
was necessary to determine the boundary layer parameters 0 , 6 and e.
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This was achieved by integration of the profile velocity distributions by 
means of the Trapezoidal rule. In this way, the boundary layer parameters 
for approximately five thousand profiles were obtained. Calculation of 
the dissipation integral required that the value of
Jo ue L an J
be known. To obtain this value, it was first necessary to differentiate 
the functions f 2 and f 3 for each of the three sets of profiles. The two 
’attached' cases had been previously calculated by Head (Ref. 34), leaving 
only the Stewartson profile functions which were differentiated 
graphically.
The calculated function derivatives for all three cases are presented 
in Fig. 5.5. Intermediate values of the function derivatives 
corresponding to each of the developed profiles could then be obtained by 
a similar interpolation scheme to the one used for the functions 
themselves. It was felt that, since the curve used was defined by 
essentially similar boundary conditions in both cases, the interpolated 
derivatives would be representative of the intermediate profiles to which 
they corresponded. An example of the variation of the derivative of f 2 
with the variation in c , is given in Fig. 5.6 for three values of n.
Once the function derivatives had been determined for each value of n* 
the value of the above integral could be calculated, since
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•i * fi' + cf2 * + d f31 (5.17)
uean d
Fig. 5.7 illustrates the profile derivatives calculated, in the above 
manner, for one value of d.
When all the boundary layer quantities had been established, it was 
possible, by taking 0 as the characteristic length, to derive the 
appropriate values of H, He and D corresponding to each profile. In 
order that the original contour charts of Head could be extended to 
establish whether continuity between the attached and separated flow 
profiles had been preserved, the parameters £ and m were also calculated. 
In Fig. 5.8 the developed profiles, which all lay in the region m > 0 and 
£ < 0, are presented along with the original contours developed by Head 
for m > 0. Each parameter chart displayed the required continuity between 
the new separated flow profiles and those developed by Head.
The parameter charts provide a graphic illustration of the behaviour
of the boundary layer as the separation point is passed. In general, the 
parameter m increases, prior to separation, until, at separation, the 
value drops sharply to approximately zero with the relaxation of the 
adverse pressure gradient. According to the charts, this behaviour would 
result in a dramatic change in the value of H and, to some extent, He 
around the separation point. This result is in agreement with previous 
observations on laminar separation (Ref. 46).
The growth of the form parameter, suggests that the maximum growth
rate of this term occurs just after the separation point. The general
behaviour of the energy form parameter is more difficult to determine,
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since the position of its minimum value is dependant on the magnitude of m 
throughout the'calculation. It must be noted* however, that the data of 
Head contained values derived from profiles with suction and* as such, it 
would be unlikely that the minimum value of He would be achieved prior to 
separation. It would appear, therefore, that the minimum value of He 
would occur near to, but just after, separation and corresponds to the 
result obtained by Assassa and Papailiou (Ref. 33) for turbulent flow.
It can be observed, in the final chart presented in Fig. 5.8, that the 
dissipation integral, in the separated region, becomes strongly dependant 
on the value of the pressure gradient parameter m, and that there exists a 
value of m above which, increased dissipation would occur, and below which 
the value of the dissipation integral decreases. The explanation of the 
decrease in dissipation integral as the value of m decreases may come from 
the associated relaxation of the ‘pressure gradient. Since dissipation 
within the boundary layer is dependant on the rate of deceleration of the 
flow, the near constant pressure apparent after laminar separation may be 
responsible for the behaviour of the dissipation integral as indicated by 
the chart.
The range of parameter values presented for the separated flow region 
was limited by the fact that the solutions became non-unique for H > 10.
If the parameter charts had been plotted fully, then they would have shown 
multivalued parameters corresponding to one set of i and m values. The 
implication of this result is that, assuming the calculation could have 
passed the separation point, the method of Head would have been unable to 
calculate the boundary layer development if any significant amount of 
separated flow had been present. The current technique, however, utilises
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parameter relations which are single valued and, as such, the method is 
unaffected by this particular result.
5.2.2 Derived Function Relationships
To encorporate the separated flow profile parameters into the new 
technique, it was necessary to develop a similar series of functional 
relationships as those required for solution of the attached flow 
problem. Initially, two plots were made to establish the behaviour of the 
parameters with respect to each other. In Fig. 5.9, where the values of 
form parameter H are plotted against the energy form parameter He, it can 
be observed that the graph exhibits the essential features of that 
developed by Assassa and Papailiou (Ref. 33) for turbulent flow. The most 
significant feature is the increased scatter in the immediate post 
separation region. The same phenomenon is also apparent in Fig. 5.10
ite
where the dissipation parameter D is related to the form paramter. This 
scatter, however, is somewhat misleading, since the unrealistic points 
provided by the profiles exhibiting high values of m contribute 
significantly to the randomness shown.
It was possible, on the basis of these two graphs, to extend the 
functional relationships derived for attached flow to accomodate separated 
flow. To do this, the new data points were filtered and a cubic spline 
was fitted to the result. These spline-fits, for the two relations, along 
with the points used to define them, are presented in Figs. 5.11 and 
5.12. The behaviour shown by the dissipation integral around the 
separation point is consistent with that observed from the contour charts,
in that, the rate of decrease in its value with H reduces near separation 
and the subsequent behaviour is much as that observed for the lower values 
of m.
The skin friction relation for attached flow employed a.rather complex 
interpolation routine which, in the interests of computational efficiency, 
was avoided for the separated flow region. To do this, the variation of 
the skin friction with changes in form parameter was studied with a view 
to developing an appropriate relationship. A plot of the relationship 
between the parameter & and the form parameter is presented in Fig. 5.13 
where it can clearly be seen that the scatter around the post separation 
region is significant. By first specifying the value of H at separation 
and then by filtering the available data, it was possilbe to produce an 
acceptable spline-fitted representation of the relationship. It should 
also be noted from Fig. 5.13, that the value of & changes very little with 
H after separation. This would indicate, as has been shown by recent 
experiment and numerical analyses (Refs. 17 & 47.), that the magnitude of 
skin friction after separation remains small provided the flow is laminar.
As in the attached flow calculation, it was necessary to integrate the 
H versus He relation to produce the required H versus L curve, since
The constant of integration was taken such that L = 0 when the H versus He 
curve exhibited a minimum. Once the relation had been developed, the full 
H versus L curve for attached and separated flow was represented by a 
simple spline-fit (Fig. 5.14).
L + C (5.18)
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5.3 Application of the Method to Laminar Separation Problems
The above separated flow development was encouraged by the need to account 
for laminar separation bubbles effects and so, it was felt that the test 
cases used to establish the effectiveness of the calculation should be 
indicative of these effects. Of the test cases considered, two are 
presented here. In both cases, the pressure distribution was a prescribed 
input to the calculation which, in turn,provided the boundary layer 
parameter development as output.
The first case was to some extent unrealistic in that, up to 
separation, the pressure distribution for the GA(W)-1 aerofoil at twenty 
degrees was used with the post-separation pressure assumed constant. It 
was considered, however, that this distribution would be a reasonable 
approximation to the real flow within a separation bubble. The calculated 
boundary layer development for this distribution (Fig. 5.15) appeared to 
be satisfactory with the discontinuity in pressure gradient, at 
separation, being manifest in the behaviour of the momentum thickness. 
Otherwise, smooth predictions of the boundary layer parameter development 
were obtained\and no difficulty was experienced when passing through the 
separation point.
The above calculation was then repeated with an unmodified inviscid 
pressure distribution (Fig. 5.16) after the separation point. On reaching 
separation, the calculation failed to indicate any subsequent increase in 
form parameter. This was expected since, during the development of the 
velocity profile family, it was only possible to establish acceptable 
profiles for a limited range of the pressure gradient parameter m. A
further calculation was conducted to establish the degree of relaxation 
required to allow the separation point to be passed. The resultant 
pressure distribution obtained exhibited no significant alteration, but 
the predicted development of the boundary layer was unlikely to be 
representative of the actual flow within a separation bubble as the 
post-separation growth of the form parameter was almost negligible.
Several more tests were carried out to ascertain whether the pressure 
distribution after separation would always require relaxation to permit a 
solution to be obtained. In general, it was found that the velocity 
distribution only required relaxation in very severe pressure gradients.
The calculated velocity distribution of Gleyzes et al (Ref. 17), for 
an enlarged leading edge at Rc = 2.2 x 10s was used as the input velocity 
distribution to establish the predictive accuracy of the new method. For 
comparative purposes, the location of transition was specified to coincide 
with the original inverse calculation of Gleyzes et al although, the 
correlation of Roberts (Ref. 30) indicated that transition would occur 
within one percent of this value. The prediction of form parameter 
development obtained from the direct scheme is compared with the inverse 
solution in Fig. 5.17. It is clear from the figure that, although some 
disagreement is apparent, the two predictions are of the same general 
form. The irregular nature of the direct prediction was found to be 
related to the quality of the spline-fit representation of the input 
velocity distribution.
In all the calculations, where a physically acceptable result was 
achieved, no stability difficulties were experienced when passing through 
the point of laminar separation. Some difficulty, however, was
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encountered just after separation, when the value of the parameter L 
became very small. It was found that, in this region, calculation 
stepsize became very important and that, if this was inappropriate, 
negative values of L would result. This problem arose from the 
requirement for the accurate specification of all the functions in this 
region, especially around the minimum in the H versus L curve. Although 
some mismatch in these functions was apparent, calculation breakdown could 
be avoided by an appropriate stepsize being chosen. A systematic 
reduction in stepsize, based on L, was ,therefore, implemented in the 
calculation which reduced the effect of any such functional mismatch.
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5.4 Extension of the Turbulent Boundary Layer Calculation
To calculate the turbulent free shear layer, the method of Assassa and 
Papailiou (Refli 33) was employed. It was, however, necessary to 
investigate the validity of the parameter correlations, since these had 
been developed for much higher Reynolds numbers than those of the present 
study. In particular, the effect of the extra terms in the Kuhn-Nielsen 
(Ref. 38) representation of the Coles (Ref. 37) velocity profile family, 
which were used to derive the above parameter relations, required a 
detailed examination.
The iterative calculation scheme for the velocity profile calculation 
used during the analysis of the turbulent boundary layer, became unstable 
as the displacement thickness Reynolds number was reduced below about 
10 000. This phenomenon appeared to be due to the increasing significance 
of the exponential terms in the velocity profile representation. Several 
tests were conducted to examine the behaviour of the profile shape as the 
Reynolds number was reduced, the results of which are presented in Fig. 
5.18 for H « 8.0. The behaviour of the profile in the wall region 
appeared to be strongly dependant on the displacement thickness Reynolds 
number. The distortion associated with the lower Reynolds numbers 
resulted in profile shapes, unlike those obtained via experiment 
(Ref. 33), being produced. A similar comparison (Fig. 5.19) again 
illustrates the problem, but this time for a form parameter indicative of 
attached flow, where it may be observed that, at lower Reynolds numbers, 
the wall region velocity gradients are considerably lower than those 
normally associated with turbulent flow (Ref. 39).
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The turbulent boundary layer velocity profile is, by nature, a 
composite profile and, as such, was amenable to examination in it's 
constituent parts. The previous analysis was therefore repeated, but this 
time, with the contribution due to the extra exponential terms removed. 
Figure 5.20 shows a much closer comparison between the profiles at 
different Reynolds numbers as a result of the removal of these terms. The 
contributions to the profile shape, for the highest and lowest Reynolds 
number, from the extra exponential terms, are shown in Fig. 5.21. It may 
be observed that the effect of these terms at the highest Reynolds number 
is confined to the wall region, whereas in the case of the lowest Reynolds 
number, the effect is more pronounced all through the boundary layer.
Since the original reasons for the inclusion of these terms was to provide 
a smooth transition between the turbulent flow and the wall, through a 
laminar sublayer (Ref. 38), their influence on the outer region of the 
overall profile calculation should be small. It was therefore decided to 
scale these exponential terms to provide, at low Reynolds numbers, a 
similar effect to that observed at the highest Reynolds number. This was 
achieved by, first, correlating the required scale factor against the 
value of displacement thickness Reynolds number, and then incorporating 
the obtained correlation into the iterative profile calculation. The 
developed correlation is presented in Fig. 5.22 and was represented, 
within the calculation, by polynomial. The velocity profiles produced via 
this scaling technique, for the various Reynolds numbers, are shown in 
Fig. 5.23. and appear to be more physically acceptable than those 
previously obtained.
The similarity between the low and high Reynolds number velocity 
profiles produced by this method rendered the relations derived by Assassa
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and Papailiou (Ref. 33) valid for the present calculation although they 
were recalculated in order that any inherent Reynolds number dependance, 
of the basic profile representation, be accounted for. The calculated 
relations of H versus He and H versus L, for attached and separated flow, 
are presented in Figs 5.24 and 5.25.
As in the attached flow calculation, closure was obtained via the Nash 
ir-G (re) relation, where the expression was used to relate the absolute 
values of n and G. All other relations are as presented in chapter three.
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5.5 Comparative Studies
The inverse calculation of Gleyzes et a l , for the enlarged leading edge 
case, provided a test case for the developed full boundary layer 
technique. As in the laminar separation case, the pressure distribution 
calculated via the inverse scheme was used as the input to the direct 
boundary layer calculation scheme. This pressure distribution was 
represented by spline-fit through a number of discrete points. The 
results of the direct calculation are compared with the inverse solution 
in Fig 5.26.
It is clear from the figure that the direct calculation predicted 
slightly higher values of momentum thickness growth, associated with the 
turbulent part of the separation bubble, than the calculation of Gleyzes 
et al (Ref. 17). The associated rate of decrease from the peak value of 
form parameter was also somewhat slower in the direct calculation. It is 
of significance, however, that the general form of the two predictions was 
very similar and that no difficulty was encountered at separation or 
reattachment in the direct case.
The discrepancies between the direct and inverse solutions may have 
arisen from two sources, the first of which was the quality of the spline 
fit representation of the pressure distribution. It was found that the 
boundary layer parameter prediction obtained, in the separation bubble, 
was influenced by the specification of the pressure distribution. This 
was particularly pertinent to the transition location where the value of 
form parameter was especially sensitive and would often increase after 
transition, contrary to experimental observation (Ref. 17), if the adverse
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pressure gradient was insufficient.
The second reason for disparity between the inverse and direct 
boundary layer calculations comes from the empiricism present in the two 
methods. It is true, as has been demonstrated for attached flow 
(Ref. 40), that the empiricism and closure hypothesis employed in a 
specific turbulent boundary layer calculation technique, may produce 
results unique to that particular method. For separated flow, such 
effects are likely to strongly influence the obtained result which may be 
further affected by the non-equilibrium nature of the flow.
A comparison was also made with the predictions of Davis et al 
(Ref. 47) for the NACA 663-018 aerofoil originally tested by Gault 
(Ref. 14). As in the previous test, the velocity distribution output from 
the inverse calculation, which was in close agreement with the measured 
data, was used as the input to the direct scheme. In this case, however, 
it was found that the direct laminar boundary layer calculation did not 
predict laminar separation at the same location as the inverse scheme.
This result is in agreement with the findings of Gault (Ref. 14) who also 
carried out a boundary layer calculation for this aerofoil and found that 
the predicted separation point lay well behind the measured location. As 
a result of the previous success of the prediction scheme used by Gault, 
it was concluded that the empirical data should be treated with some 
caution.
To obtain a valid comparison, it was, therefore, necessary to increase 
the magnitude of the adverse pressure gradient just prior to the 
separation point in order that the predicted direct and inverse separation
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points should be consistent. The adjusted pressure distribution, along 
with the original inverse prediction, is presented in Fig. 5.27. The 
laminar portion of the adjusted distribution was taken to have a constant 
pressure.
The results of the direct calculation compared with the inverse 
solution are presented in Fig. 5.28. It was considered that the results 
from the direct calculation, although somewhat artificial, were similar in
form to the inverse solution with the greatest discrepancy occurring over
the adjusted laminar portion of the bubble. The disagreement between the 
two attached laminar boundary layer, skin friction predictions was 
significant. This may have been due to an over-prediction by the inverse 
code which, when compared to empirical data (Ref. 47), has been shown
produce higher than expected values of skin friction.
Considerable agreement was obtained between the predicted momentum 
thicknesses. The variation of form parameter was also of a similar form 
to the inverse solution but, due to the adapted input velocity 
distribution, did not achieve the required growth rate in the laminar 
portion. The behaviour of the form parameter around transition was again 
found to be very sensitive to the velocity distribution and, in this case, 
appeared to be discontinuous.
In the above calculations, no difficulty was experienced when passing 
through the separation or reattachment points. Some difficulty was, 
however, experienced just after laminar separation due to the function 
behaviour in this region. As a result, a small discontinuity is present 
in the predictions. It is likely that this problem would be alleviated by
careful matching of the spline-fit relationships in this area
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5.6 Separation Bubble Calculations Based on Horton’s Method
The simple method derived by Horton (Ref. 16) to predict the growth and 
bursting of laminar separation bubbles has been demonstrated (Refs.
16 & 30) to provide a velocity distribution, over a separation bubble, 
similar to that obtained by experiment. An investigation was therefore 
conducted to assess the effect which such a distribution would have on the 
subsequent turbulent boundary layer growth as predicted by the direct 
calculation scheme.
/
A number of cases, where separation bubble effects appeared to be 
predominant, were considered with the calculated attached boundary layer 
growth and separation points used to construct the separation bubble 
pressure distribution. A typical result is presented in Fig. 5.29, for 
the NACA 4415 aerofoil at 14.5 degrees incidence and a Reynolds number of 
one million. From the figure it may be observed that the calculated 
boundary layer growth associated with the bubble was less than that which 
would result from a natural transition. This result was confirmed for all 
the other cases. The calculations of Gleyzes et al (Ref. 17) for short 
separation bubbles, in some cases, produced results of a similar nature. 
Generally, however, significant boundary layer growth, above that of 
natural transition, would be expected from a separation bubble (Ref. 17).
The reason from the lack of boundary layer growth, in the turbulent 
portion of the separation bubble, may lie in the specification of the 
velocity distribution at the transition location. It is clear, from the 
figure, that the form parameter distribution exhibited a sharp peak around 
the transition location, rather than the smooth curve associated with
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inverse calculations (Ref. 47). This peak resulted in a rapid reduction 
in form parameter just after transition and, since the maximum rate of 
momentum thickness growth was experienced at high values of form 
parameter, a reducing rate of boundary layer growth.
To investigate the dependence of the result on the specification of 
the velocity distribution around the transition location, a slight 
relaxation of the adverse pressure gradient was introduced just after 
transition. The results of this calculation are presented in Fig. 5.30 
and show an increase in the boundary layer growth over the previous 
calculation. It was therefore concluded that the specification of the 
velocity distribution around the transition location was of prime 
importance to the accuracy of the developed direct calculation scheme.
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CHAPTER 6
RESULTS OF THE PREDICTIVE SCHEME
6.1 Introduction
To assess the analytic capability of the overall predictive technique 
(Ref. 50), a number of comparisons with wind tunnel data were made. These 
data were obtained for a variety of test facilities and cover the Reynolds 
number range 5xl04-6xl0G . The input coordinate data to the program was as 
published (Refs. 51,52) except for the NACA four and five digit sections 
which were computer generated from standard functions (Ref. 53). The 
relative dearth of data at very low Reynolds number has, at present, 
limited the study of laminar separation to two aerofoil sections. For 
turbulent trailing edge separations, however, there is no such shortage of 
data and so several aerofoils exhibiting such effects have been 
considered. In the cases where experimentally obtained pressure data were 
available, comparison has been made with the computed distributions.
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6.2 GU25-5(11)8
The GU25-5(11)8 aerofoil (Fig. 6.1) was developed as one of a family of 
sections specifically for man-powered flight and, to date, remains the 
only one to have been wind tunnel tested (Ref. 54). The aerofoil has been 
used for a number of applications, most notably as the canard wing of 
several microlight aircraft. Recently, some very low Reynolds number wind 
tunnel tests were conducted (Ref. 29) to assess its low Reynolds number 
performance. It was found, that the aerofoil exhibited gross laminar 
separation, at all positive angles of attack, below Rc=lxlOs , and that the 
loss in lift associated with this condition was substantial. Comparisons 
between the lift characteristics above and below Rc=lxl05 , along with 
predicted values for the lower Reynolds number case, are presented in 
Fig. 6.2.
Throughout the angle of attack range, there were several 
discontinuities in the calculated and empirical lift curves. The former 
was due to the susceptibility of the pressure distribution to the 
separation point when such a large region of separated flow exists, and 
the latter to the practical difficulties in obtaining data at such low 
Reynolds numbers. At low angles of attack, it is clear that the technique 
over-predicted the value of lift coefficient. This is echoed in Fig. 6.3 
where it may be observed that the suction peaks associated with the two 
lowest angles of attack are also over-predicted. The reason for this is 
not clear, although the Wake Factor correlation, which is only tentative, 
may have had a significant influence. At each angle of attack, however, 
the level of the constant pressure region shows good agreement, with only 
small differences in the measured and calculated suction peak pressure
coefficient values at the higher incidences. It is suggested, that the 
variance in the calculated values, however, lies within the experimental 
tolerance.
It should be noted that there is no indication of maximum lift being 
achieved within the range of incidence considered. This was not 
unexpected, since the aerofoil exhibited laminar separation at all angles 
of attack. It was considered that the empirical data obtained around the 
measured turn over point ( 25°) would be highly three-dimensional and, as 
such, not amenable to analysis by the present scheme.
In Fig. 6.A the calculated and empirical pressure coefficient 
distributions at 12.6 degrees are presented for three Reynolds numbers.
At R c=lxl05 there is poor agreement in the location of separation. This 
may have arisen from the constraint of using given wind tunnel model 
coordinates, which limited the input polygon to less than fifty panels, 
thus reducing the achievable accuracy of the inviscid calculation and the 
subsequent separation point determination.
A limitation of the present approach is highlighted in the pressure 
coefficient distribution for R c=l.5x10s. Here the measured pressure 
coefficients in the separated region increased towards the trailing edge. 
This is typical of a wake which, after transition, closes rapidly towards 
the trailing edge. The pressure distribution produced by such a wake 
resembles that of a long separation bubble (Ref. 18), albeit no 
re-attachment occurs on the aerofoil. The evident recovery is enhanced 
with increasing Reynolds number, until a long separation bubble is formed. 
Such a condition cannot be effectively modelled by a constant pressure
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wake, but, in the present method, a warning of when this condition is 
likely to exist is given by the long bubble reattachment criterion 
(Ref. 44) described in Chapter four.
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6.3 Wortmann FX63-137
The Wortmann FX63-137 aerofoil section (Fig. 6.5) has recently attracted 
considerable interest for application to R.P.V's (Ref. 1). Experiment has 
shown that this section exhibits gross laminar separation below a Reynolds 
number of 70000 (Ref. 51), and so provides a suitable test case for the 
developed laminar separation prediction scheme.
In Fig. 6.6 the calculated lift curve, for a Reynolds number of 60000,
is compared with that obtained by experiment in the Stuttgart 0.37m x 0.6m
wind tunnel (Ref. 51) which has a turbulence intensity of 0.08%. It may
be observed from the figure that, although a general over-prediction was
obtained, the agreement between the two curves was significant. Some 
discrepancies are, however, apparent at either end of the lift curve.
The maximum angle of attack encompassed by the calculation was 12.0 
degrees, where the section exhibited separated flow over ninety three 
percent of the upper surface. For angles above this, the proximity of the 
separation point to the leading edge resulted in a lack of calculation 
convergence associated with the interaction between the upper free shear 
layer and the aerofoil surface. It is likely that, to a lesser extent, 
the predictions obtained for the last two incidences were similarly 
affected.
At the lowest angle of attack (-3.0 degrees), the calculation 
significantly under-predicted the value of lift coefficient. Further 
analysis of this case indicated that, at this angle, the aerofoil 
exhibited approximately fifty percent separation on the upper surface and
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seventy five percent on the lower surface. Since the present technique 
can only model separation from one surface, the discrepancy, between 
calculation and experiment, may have been due to the failure to account 
for the considerable lower surface separation present in this case.
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6.4 GA(W)-1
This section, originally developed for general aviation purposes, has been 
extensively used in wind energy generation and more recently for low-speed 
microlight applications. The aerofoil, which is a 17% thick section with 
the maximum thickness lying at approximately 40% chord, exhibits some 
supercritical features such as a relatively blunt nose and a cusped lower 
surface near the trailing edge. The aerofoil profile is presented in 
Fig. 6.7.
The experimental data for the GA(W)-1 aerofoil which were obtained in 
the NASA Low Turbulence Pressure Tunnel (Ref. 52) (LTPT) have been used on 
a number of occasions (Refs. 8,28) for assessing the accuracy of 
predictive schemes. The stall exhibited by this section is, for medium 
Reynolds numbers, a classic trailing edge type stall with the separation 
point moving relatively slowly from the trailing edge to the leading edge 
on the upper surface. This behaviour is ideal for analysis by most 
predictive schemes, since the unusual viscous effects, often present when 
rapid separation point movement occurs or when significant separation 
bubble effects are present, do not require to be accounted for.
Since the present technique is only capable of modelling upper surface 
separations, negative angles of attack were calculated by inverting the 
aerofoil profile and then calculating for positive incidences.
In Fig. 6.8 comparison is made, between the lift and pitching moment 
coefficients, for three Reynolds numbers. At Rc=2xl06 , the general trend 
of the lift curve is predicted, albeit there are some deviations, notably
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at 8 and 12 degrees. The anomaly at 8 degrees arises from the position of 
upper surface separation being almost coincident with the trailing edge.
The associated rapid thickening of the boundary layer produces an abnormal 
discontinuity in the profile shape which, in turn, results in an 
uncharacteristic orientation of the trailing edge wake. To alleviate this 
problem, the growth of the boundary layer at the trailing edge was 
restricted if separation was predicted after 95% chord. Even with this 
restriction, however, some deviation still existed, as is apparent from 
the figure. A similar effect is evident at the highest Reynolds number
for an incidence of 10 degrees.
To account for viscous effects between iterations, the aerofoil 
contour was adjusted via a suitable displacement of the panel corner 
points. This made the modelling of rapid boundary layer growth, within a 
panel, a most difficult procedure. It was particularly relevant to the
panel containing the separation point, and manifested itself via the
calculated value of at 12 degrees incidence (Rc=2000000) where it may 
be observed that a marked over-prediction was obtained. It was found 
that, generally, the smoothness of the prediction obtained was influenced 
by this effect.
For all three Reynolds numbers considered, the pitching moment 
coefficients for negative incidences, were under-predicted. Although 
there was no apparent reason for this discrepancy, the calculated lift was 
slightly higher than that measured. This indicated that too much lower 
surface separation was predicted resulting in a reduced pitching moment. 
This may have been due to the failure of the technique to accurately model 
the cusped upper trailing edge exhibited by the inverted profile.
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When relatively large areas of separated flow exist over an aerofoil, 
the constant pressure region aft of the separation point can have a 
significant influence on the value of pitching moment coefficient when it 
is obtained via an integrated pressure distribution. This would appear to 
be the case in Fig. 6.8 for Rc=6xl06 , where the calculated value in the 
region of stall was larger than the measurements.
The predicted value of maximum lift was good for the lowest Reynolds 
number considered but was slightly poorer for the other two cases. The 
least satisfactory prediction was obtained at Rc=4xl06 where, after stall, 
a progressive under-prediction of the value of lift coefficient occurred.
In this case, the difference between the two maximum lift values was about 
3% and the stall angle was in error by 0.5 degrees.
Fig. 6.9 presents selected comparisons of calculated and empirical 
pressure distributions at the highest Reynolds number. Generally, the 
values of peak suction are in agreement except at 12.04 degrees where the 
separation point was near the trailing edge and the pressure distribution 
was therefore subject to the above mentioned trailing edge effects. The 
pressure distributions for 16.04 and 20.05 degrees show some discrepancy 
between measured and calculated separation points. The predicted movement 
of the separation point, through the angle of attack range, was found to 
be influenced by the polygonal panel distribution and, more particularly, 
the relative position of separation within a panel. In each of the two 
cases, however, the apparent separation point on the measured distribution 
was within one panel length of the predicted position.
The current modelling of the wake by a constant Wake Factor would
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appear to be reasonably satisfactory for the turbulent separation cases 
considered, since, for the four distributions presented, there is good 
agreement between the predicted and measured profiles.
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6.5 NACA 4412 and NACA 4415
These two aerofoil sections (Fig. 6.10) are typical of many in general use 
and, as such, provide good test cases for predictive codes. The wind 
tunnel tests, which provided the empirical data, were conducted in the 
NASA Low—turbulence tunnel facility (Ref. 51) and at Reynolds numbers from 
1x10s to 3xl06 .
In Fig.6.11 lift coefficient characteristics are presented at three 
Reynolds numbers for the NACA 4412 section. In all three cases, the 
empirical and predicted lift curve slopes are in good agreement. The 
initiation of separation, however, as for the GA(W)-1 aerofoil, is 
accompanied by a discontinuity in the predicted curve. This condition 
only exists for approximately one degree in the incidence range. The 
prediction of maximum lift is within 3.5% of the experimentally obtained 
value for all three Reynolds numbers although, for Rc=2xl06 and Rc=3xl06 , 
stall is predicted one degree earlier than experiment would indicate. The 
reasons for the difference in stall angle are not clear but may be due 
simply to the inability of the present technique to model the relevant 
flow phenomena accurately.
The maximum lift and stalling characteristics of the NACA 4415 
aerofoil have proved difficult to predict, albeit the corresponding lift 
curve slopes (Fig. 6.12) show good agreement. At the lowest Reynolds 
number, however, there was a significant over-prediction of both maximum 
lift and the stall angle. It was considered that this case may have 
indicated the presence of a laminar separation bubble and so the current 
inability to account for these and their subsequent effect on the
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turbulent boundary layer growth, influenced the predictive accuracy. The 
magnitude, however, of the disparity between prediction and experiment was 
rather large and may have been due to the inherent weaknesses of the 
constant Wake Factor assumption as demonstrated by Dvorak and Maskew 
(Ref. 28).
One effect, however, of a separation bubble can be to cause earlier 
turbulent boundary layer separation and thus enhance the stall. An 
increased Reynolds number would tend to reduce the influence of a bubble 
on the maximum lift. This appeared to be the case here, since the 
aggreement improved at the two higher Reynolds numbers. To investigate 
this phenomenon, an approximate calculation including a separation bubble 
was conducted to assess the shift in separation point and associated lift 
loss resulting from such a bubble. Figure 6.13 presents the pressure 
coefficient distributions obtained for the NACA 4415 aerofoil at 14.5 
degrees for a Reynolds number of lxlO6 with and without a separation 
bubble. The distribution incorporating a separation bubble was obtained 
by calculating, using a relaxed Horton type pressure distribution, the 
bubble dimensions and the movement of the turbulent separation point 
associated with the increased boundary layer growth. The bubble 
dimensions along with the new separation point were then input to the 
inviscid bubble calculation and a pressure distribution thus obtained.
This was then compared to an inviscid calculation with the original input 
separation point. It is clear that, although some decrease in the lift is 
apparent, the magnitude of this decrease is insufficient to account for 
the disparity between the measured and predicted lift coefficient.
Although there were some irregularities in the lift curves around the
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stall, the maximum lift was within 4% of the empirical value in both 
cases. The jagged nature of these predictions around stall may have been 
linked to the treatment of the boundary layer growth on the separation 
panel and the subsequent effect which this had on the level of the 
constant pressure region.
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6.6 NACA 23012
The NACA 23012 aerofoil (Fig. 6.14) is a twelve percent thick section 
which has been used, amongst other things, for rotary wing applications. 
The test data used for comparative purposes were obtained via two 
different facilities (Ref. 51) and highlight the kind of disagreement 
often experienced between different wind tunnels. The two tunnels used 
for comparison were the NASA Low Turbulence Tunnel and the IAG Stuttgart 
Laminar Wind Tunnel.
Fig. 6.15 presents comparisons between the lift curve prediction 
obtained from the analysis scheme and empirical data from the two 
facilities. It is clear from the figure that the disagreement between the 
results obtained from the two tunnels is quite significant, especially at 
the lowest Reynolds number. The level of correspondence between the two 
facilities, generally, improves with increasing Reynolds number as may be 
expected since the influence of extraneous flow phenomena tends to reduce 
with increasing Reynolds number (Ref. 6).
At a Reynolds number of lxlO6 , the predicted lift curve is 
considerably different from both measured data sets. Whilst the predicted 
maximum lift shows good agreement with the NASA data, the lift coefficient 
at the lower angles of attack, when a fully attached flow state exists, is 
under-predicted. It is interesting that the prediction agrees more 
closely with the NASA data than with the Stuttgart data for most 
incidences. This is a particularly good example of the reasons for 
extreme care being taken when analysing and collecting empirical data 
since, in this case, the prediction obtained is poor compared with one
data set, but significantly better when compared with the other.
The mid-range angle of attack prediction for Re=1.5xl06 , for which a 
relatively large number of consecutive angles of incidence were 
calculated, is of an irregular nature. The reason for this is not clear, 
although the position of the separation point near the trailing edge may 
have influenced the obtained results. For this Reynolds number, the lift 
prediction up to and at stall is, however, good.
The lift curve predicted for Re=2.0xl06 shows good agreement with the 
data obtained via the Stuttgart facility for low to medium range 
incidences. Once, however, significant separation is apparent, the 
quality and smoothness of the prediction deteriorates and the maximum lift 
coefficient is under-predicted. The jagged nature of the lift curve 
around stall was, again, found to be related to the position of separation 
and the associated growth of the boundary layer within a polygonal panel.
Of the four Reynolds numbers considered, the calculation at Re=3xl06 
exhibited the greatest agreement with the two empirical data sources over 
the full angle of attack range. The predicted lift curve was relatively 
smooth and, in general, was within three percent of the measured values of 
lift coefficient. The stall prediction, although slightly low, was of the 
same form as the two empirical curves. It is interesting to note that, at 
the highest Reynolds number, when separation bubble and extraneous flow 
effects are least, the best prediction was obtained. This was also the 
case for the majority of other aerofoils considered.
Figure 6.16 presents comparisons, between the empirical data and
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prediction, of the drag coefficient for the two lowest Reynolds numbers.
It is clear, from this figure, that the variation between the two 
facilities is again significant, especially at the lowest Reynolds number. 
The prediction obtained, for both cases, was rather irregular in nature, 
although some agreement with the measured data was apparent. The method 
used to calculate the drag coefficient was a simple pressure and skin 
friction integration scheme and, as such, was prone to significant error 
in the region of the suction peak. For this reason, the drag calculation 
output must be treated with some care, and should only be considered as 
points through which a best-fit line may be drawn.
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6.7 Gottingen GO 797j
The predicted separation characteristics, for the Gottingen797 aerofoil 
(Fig. 6.17), are compared with those obtained experimentally at Cranfield 
Institute of Technology (Ref. 55) in Fig. 6.18. The measured separation 
front exhibited a monotonic variation whilst the predicted values 
progressed in a steplike manner. There was, however, no associated 
stepping effect on the lift curve (Fig. 6.18), although, some degree of 
discontinuity was apparent and was undoubtedly linked to the behaviour of 
the boundary layer on the separation panel. At all angles of attack, the 
prediction of separation was within 5% chord of the experimental location 
and the general trend of the two separation characteristics was similar.
The difference in maximum lift values was about 6%, and this occurred 
at the point of greatest disagreement in the separation characteristics. 
The overall agreement may have been improved by a more appropriate panel 
distribution since, the panel distribution used produced some 
discontinuities in the panel method output near the leading edge.
Figure 6.19 demonstrates this effect for an angle of attack of 8 degrees 
where the prediction around the suction peak is rather jagged. It is 
likely, however, the quality of prediction was most strongly influenced by 
the accuracy of the separation point. It is clear, from the figure, that, 
for this particular case, separation is predicted prematurely. This 
resulted in a reduced suction peak and an over-prediction of the constant 
pressure region.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
The increased understanding of the mechanisms governing low Reynolds 
number aerofoil performance has, to some extent, produced a requirement 
for appropriate analysis techniques. In the present study, a two- 
dimensional aerofoil performance analysis procedure for low Reynolds 
number incompressible flow has been developed. This predictive scheme 
exhibits a number of unique features, including a long laminar separation 
bubble reattachment criterion, and has been demonstrated capable of 
accounting for both laminar and turbulent separations with some success. 
Further to this, a subsidiary direct boundary layer calculation scheme, 
capable of considering laminar separation bubbles, has also been developed.
For laminar separation, a tentative Wake Factor Increment correlation 
has been developed to account for the effect on wake closure of the free 
laminar shear layer. This correlation has been shown to work well for two 
aerofoil sections tested in different facilities but requires further 
investigation to establish its general applicability. As yet, this
i
incrementation technique has only been used for very low Reynolds number 
cases where laminar separation exists at all incidences. It may also, 
however, be useful for analysis of the post stall behaviour of aerofoils 
at higher Reynolds numbers.
It has also been demonstrated that the constant pressure wake model
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utilised by the technique may be inappropriate to some laminar separation 
cases where pressure recovery is apparent within the separated region.
The low Reynolds number range of the method is also limited by the 
inability to model large regions of simultaneous upper and lower surface 
separation.
A long separation bubble reattachment criterion based on the method of 
Horton has been developed. This criterion has been shown to accurately 
indicate the Reynolds number at which free shear layer reattachment takes
place on the GU25-5(11)8 aerofoil for a range of incidence. It is likely,
based on the current result, that the method may be more applicable to
sections exhibiting mid-chord separation bubbles rather than leading edge
ones. This is because the technique relies on the accuracy of the laminar 
separation prediction which deteriorates close to the leading edge. It is 
clear, however, that further examination and testing of the criterion is 
required once more empirical data become available.
The aerofoil analysis procedure has been shown to accurately predict 
turbulent separations on several aerofoil sections, when compared with 
empirical data sources. The corresponding lift and pitching moment 
calculations displayed good agreement with those obtained by experiment. 
The quality of the drag prediction was, however, less satisfactory and 
requires further development before it may be used with as much 
confidence. For the considered turbulent separation cases, transition was 
fixed to occur at the point of laminar separation if no natural transition 
was indicated. Although laminar separation bubble effects were not 
included within the analysis procedure, the results obtained indicate that 
their effect, for the considered cases, was adequately modelled by this
approach above Rc = lxlO6 .
A direct boundary layer calculation routine has been developed 
whereby, for a prescribed pressure distribution, the growth of the 
boundary layer through a laminar separation bubble may be assessed. This 
technique, which has been compared with inverse calculations and found to 
exhibit general agreement, encountered no difficulty when passing through 
separation and reattachment points. It is envisaged that the method may 
also be utilised in conjunction with empirical pressure distributions to 
directly assess the effects of separation bubble formation on test 
sections.
Ultimately, it would be desirable to include this, or some other, 
boundary layer calculation scheme, capable of accounting for laminar 
separation bubbles, within the overall analysis technique. This may be 
achieved, for the present direct scheme, by the development of a suitable 
viscid-inviscid matching scheme possibly utilising the developed inviscid 
separation bubble method. It is clear, however, that, for Reynolds 
numbers less than 1 x 106 , future development should concentrate on the 
prediction of separation bubble effects.
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Appendix 1. Calculation of Vortex Panel Influence Coefficients
To obtain the influence coefficients C for the basic panel method* the 
following approach was adopted.
For a given panel* the vorticity at any point on that panel may be 
expressed in the form
7S = + (al.l)
or rearranging,
7 <5 = - s j +  7
S i
(al.2)
Given that the induced velocity normal to the surface at the ith control 
point is
- -i
2ir
rLj -» ->
-----  ( rnij • n i ) dsj
0 Irij I 2
(al>3)
then by substituting equn. (al.2) for yg the induced velocity may be 
expressed in the form
^nij =
‘3 7j(Lr Sd)(rnij*ni>
rL
ds
o L* |r
j +
j Sj7j+1 (rnij.ni)
L jlr ij!2
ds-s (al.4)
The above equation may be reduced to the form
^nij “ Aij*7 j + Bij*7 j+i (al.5)
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It may be observed from the figure Al that the following definitions 
apply
*ij = [ <xi “ xp>» <yi ” yp) ] (al.6)
^nij = [ <yP - yi>» <xi - xp> ] (al.7)
I ri j I 2 = (xi " 3cp )2 + (yi - yp )2 (al .8)
The values of xp and yp may be obtained, if the j panel end points are 
known, from the following equations.
xp = Xj + Sj cos0j = Xj +
Sj (al.10)
By combining the system of equations (al.5 - al.10), it is possible to 
obtain the values of the coefficients A^j and B^j.
The influence coefficient C^j for the vorticity y j then follows from 
the equation
Cjj s Aij + j_j (al.11)
where 2 < j ^ n-1, CilL = Ail# Cin = Bin_j and 1 < i < n-1.
yp c yj + sj sin0j ■ yj +
yj+* - ^
Li
j+i
- x.
Sj (al.9)
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Appendix 2. Calculation of the Separation Panel Influence Coefficients
The vorticity distribution present on the separation panel is show in 
Fig. A2. It is clear from the figure that there are two distinct regions 
present and, as such, these may be considered separately. The vorticity 
distribution in each region is given by
Region 1: 7(i) = yj - —  Sj
L i
(a2.1)
Region 2: 7(ii) * 7 j+i +
” y sep
Lj - Ls
( Sj - Lj ) (a.2.2)
Since the velocity at j due to the vorticity distribution may be 
calculated from
r .
o 277' | r J
dS (a2.3)
where r = Sj - Sc (a2.4)
the induced velocity due to Region 1 may be expressed as
' '
- — s i
1— L  L s  .
2 *  I S j  - s c
dS (a2.5)
By integrating the above equation, it is possible to express the 
induced velocity due to vorticity region 1 (Vjj) in the'form
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72 fin
Ls"Sc sc
- 1 - —  fin l s- sc (a2.6)
2 TT . Sc Ls sc
Similarly for Region 2
j T r j+i ^ ^7 j+i r s e p ^ s j“L j^
s l|Sr Sc | (I^-Lg) | S j“Sc |
dS j (a2.7)
which on integration gives
4 1
jj(ii) 2v
L r Sc y j+l y sep
Lj - LS
(Lj-Ls)+(Sc-Lj) fin
L r sc
Ls“sc
(a2.8)
The total induced velocity on the separation panel, due to the separation 
panel can thus be found from
$ • • 
J3T J J(i) J J(ii) (a2.9)
and may be expressed in the form
Ajj 7 J + Bjj rj+» + Cjj 7sep (a2.10)
where
1 L s sc ’
e ___ fin —  -  1 1 — --- - 1
2ir sc Ls . .
(a2.11)
'33
'33
1
fin
Lj " Sc ' Sc - Ls ’
+ 1
2 IT Ls - sc L Lj -  L g  J
1
fin
L j " Sc ^c ~ Lg
+ i
21T Ls - Sc L Lj - Ls .
(a2.12)
(a2.13)
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Appendix 3. Inviscid Wake Calculation
The shape of the initial wake estimate is calculated using the method of 
Dvorak and Maskew (Ref. 28) in the following way
STAGE 1: Calculation of free shear layer intersection point.
In order that the free shear layer intersection point may be calculated* 
it is first necessary to establish the wake height. By considering 
Fig. A3, it may be observed that the angle j3 is given by
^sep ” yn
“sep -i
(a3.1)
and the length hj by
53 [ ( ysep “ yn  ^ + ^xsep ~ *n  ^ J
2 i 1/2 <a3.2)
The wake height may, therefore, be obtained by
WH = hj sin( cc + 0 ) (a3.3)
where « is the angle of incidence.
Once the wake height has been determined, the wake length (WL) may be 
calculated from
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WL = WF x WH (a3.4)
since the Wake Factor (WF) is a specified program input.
The mean wake direction angle (c), which bisects the upper and lower 
curves, may now be calculated from
C = ( F t + F z )/2.0 (a3.5)
where, as shown in Fig. A3, F t and F z are the angles at which the vortex
sheets leave the aerofoil. The mid-point of the separated region is the 
calculated from
xm =  ^ x sep + xn  ^ ^
and
^m =  ^ ^sep + ^n  ^  ^ 2,0 
thus allowing the wake intersection point to be determined
xint s cos ? + x m (a3.8)
yint * ^  sin c + ym (a3.9)
STAGE 2 : Determination of the parabolic curves.
Once the shear layer intersection point has been established, it is then 
necessary to determine the shape of the shear layers. Since the initial 
estimate consists of two parabolic curves, three boundary conditions are
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(a3.6)
(a3.7)
used to define each curve. Considering the upper shear layer, then
Ysep = axsep + ^x sep c (a3.10)
yint “ axint + ^x int + c (a3.11)
and
tan F t = 2axsep + b (a3.12)
The above three equations may be solved simultaneously for a,b and c thus 
yielding the initial shape of the upper free shear layer.
STAGE 3 : Panelisation
The curves used to define the initial wake estimate are always almost 
parallel to the x axis. For this reason, it is possible to divide up, for 
example, the upper parabolic curve by use of the equation
where Nw is the required number of vortex panels. The x and y values of 
the panel corner points may then be found from the solution of equations 
a3.10 - a3.12.
The wake shape is then determined iteratively in the manner described 
in Chapter 2.
xstep =  ^ xint “ xsep  ^ f ^w (a3.13)
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Appendix 4. Calculation of the * Bubble Panel* Influence Coefficients
To calculate the influence coefficients due to the panel containing the 
imposed 'bubble' vorticity distribution* it is convenient to divide the 
panel into four sub-panels, as shown in Fig. A4.
Once the panel has been split in this manner, the influence 
coefficients for each sub-panel are obtained by the method outlined in 
Appendix 1. Thus, from equation al.4 for sub-panel 1, the A and B 
influence coefficients may be expressed as
In this way, the influence coefficients for each sub-panel may be 
evaluated. The total induced velocity due to the separation bubble panel 
is therefore
where the number subscripts denote the sub-panels indicated in Fig. A4. To 
obtain the C influence coefficient of equation al.ll, it is necessary to 
express the above equation in the form
7b (l«r Sjj)(rn ^b*n i)
Aib dSb <a4.1)
Lr !ribl2
Bib dSb (a4.2)
o Lr lribl2
^ib = Aib17b+ Bib1yr+Aib2yr+®ib2y t+Aib3y t+®ib3y s+Aib47s+ ®ib4.yb+i (a4.3) 
^ib = A^b yb + ®ib yb+i (a4.4)
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Since the original panel vorticity distribution is linear, it is 
possible to express the vorticity at all points on the panel in terms of 
the corner point values i.e.
7r = 7b
7b+i " 7b
(a4.5)
71 = 7b
7b+l “ 7 b
(a4.6)
7 S = 7b +
7b+l - 7b
(a4.7)
Thus combining equations a4.3-a4.7 the A and B influence coefficients 
are of the form
A ib = A ib!+ B ibj+ A ib2+ B ib2+ A ib3+ B ib3+ A ib4~ Dmat / L b (a4.8)
Lr Lr Lg Ls Lg Lg
Bib “ Bib4+ Bibj—  + A ib2—  + ®ib2—  + A ib3—  + Bib3—  + A ib4—  (a.4.9)
where
Dmat = B ibjL r + A ^ L , .  + B ^ L g  + A ^ L g  + B ^ L g  + A ^ L g  (a4.10)
The C influence coefficients may then be obtained by the method outlined 
in Appendix 1.
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Appendix 5. Derivation of the Equations of Le Foil from the Standard Form
For two-dimensional incompressible flow the momentum integral and energy 
integral equations may be written
u.
d(0ue 2) + 6 uedue = Cf —  ds + d Jo(uT7 - v* 2) dy (a5.1)
CD
2
ue 3ds + d
r6
u' ‘ + v 'c + wT7
dy (a5.2)
By defining
0 =  0 -
-  v7"2"
o u*
dy (a5.3)
r6 u
-
u * 2 + v ' 2 + w' c
0 ue I" 
'
c n>
IS
)
dy (a5.A)
equations a5.1 and a5.2 may be reduced to
2uedue0* + ue 2d0* + 6*uedue = Cf«—  ds (a5.5)
3ue duee + ue de = CDue ds (a5.6)
respectively. These two equations can then be combined to give
du* du.
*  •ie ^  *
2 ---  0 + d0 +   6
Cf
2CD
due
ue
3 --- e* + de* (a5.7)
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* *
which when divided by 6 -0 produces
du. du. d©
H -1 u.
* * 
6 -0 H -1 2CD
He Cf dE 
E
(a5.8)
where the deficit of kinetic energy E is given by
(a5.9)
and so dE
E
due de *
(a5.10)
and H* = 6*/0*, He* = e*/0*.
Rearranging equation a5.8 and adding
de
^ * 
e (H - 1)
to either side it
is possible to get
1 He*Cf '
1-
dE due r , * , _ * - de d0 1
H* - 1 2CD E ue
* _ *e 0 H - 1
(a5.11)
Now, as indicated in chapter 3, the differential of the parameter L is 
defined as
dHe
dL
H - 1 He
(a5.12)
which, when the influence of the fluctuation terms is introduced via C t, 
may be expressed as
CjdL =
H* - 1
de d0
*e 0
(a5.13)
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Further, if the following definitions are applied
M
H - 1
1 -
HeCf
2CD
(a5.1A)
C.M
H* - 1
He*Cf
1 -
2CD
(a5.15)
where the constant C 4 is again used as a first approximation to the effect 
of the fluctuation terms then, by considering equations a5.13 and a5.15, 
equation a5.11 may be expressed as
du. dE
CjdL + C, M (a.5.16)
To develop the equations of Chapter 3, it is necessary to introduce the 
following definitions
Q = In (a5.17)
$
rs ue ds
O V (a5.18)
eu.
>2C (a5.19)
The differential of equation a5.19 may then be expressed as
de du.
dX   + __
e u.
+ 2C,dL (a5.20)
which, from equation a5.16 becomes
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dX
de due dE
—  + 3    + 2CtM —
e u~ 1 E
(a5. 21)
By including the relation of equation a5.10 and rearranging, it is 
possible to get
dE
~E
dX
1 + 2 M
(a5.22)
Combining this equation with equation a5.16 gives
C. M
dq = C tdL -
1 + 2 Cj M
dX (a5.23)
since
du^
dq (a5.24)
Equation a5.23 is the first of the two governing equations of the boundary 
layer calculation technique.
To develop the second equation, it is necessary to again consider the 
energy integral equation as given in equation a5.6. By rearranging this 
equation it is possible to obtain
CD Up ds = e
3due de
(a5.25)
which, from equation a5.10, is equivalent to
* dE
11 _  - ..
E (a5.26)
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By rearranging equation a5.26 and dividing each side by the kinematic 
viscosity v, the following equation may be obtained.
ue ds dE
~E
* T
€ ue ]
v CD J
(a5.27)
which is equivalent to
dE
E
*
e u.
e2CtL
CD e2 C iL
(a5.28)
From equation a5.18
d«
ue ds
(a5.29)
and from equation a5.20
e u.
,2C (a5.30)
The above two relations, along with equation a5.10, permit equation a5.28 
to be expressed as
d$
eA dX
(1 + 2C1M)CDe2 C iL
(a5.31)
which is the second governing equation of the boundary layer method.
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Appendix 6. Horton’s Separation Bubble Growth Prediction Method
To derive the method for the growth and bursting of laminar separation 
bubbles it is first necessary to consider the momentum and energy integral 
equations in the form
d0 0 due Cf
d ^ + <H + 2) u s  -  -2 <a6*1>
de e due
—  + 3 ---------- = CD (a6.2)
ds ue ds
From these equations, it is possible to develop the required equations by 
splitting the separated shear layer into two sections i.e. laminar and 
turbulent.
LAMINAR PART
From experiment, Horton observed that the laminar portion of a separation 
bubble had a virtually constant pressure and so from equation a6.1
0 t = 0 S (a6.3)
where the subscripts t and s refer to transition and separation
respectively.
By examination of available experimental data, Horton found that the
length of the laminar shear layer was given approximately by
it 4x10*
0
(a6.4)
s K0s
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TURBULENT PART
By introducing the energy form parameter and combining equations a6.1 and 
a6.2 it is possible to obtain
dHe 0 due
0 -—  = (H - 1) He —    + CD - _  He Cf (a6.5)
ds ue ds 2
By now considering the behaviour of this equation at reattachment where, 
by definition, the skin friction is zero, then
0 due dHe
He (H - 1) —    = 0   - CD (a6.6)
ue ds ds
Since, for high values of H, He is almost independent of H and dHe/dx 
passes through a minimum near reattachment, it is possible to reduce 
equation a6.6 to the form
0 due CD
ue ds He (H - 1) (a6.7)
By introducing the concept of universal velocity and shear stress profiles 
at the point of reattachment, it follows that the term
0 due
ue ds R
is a function of Reynolds number only.
Horton then obtained a universal velocity profile by consideration of 
empirical data, for which H = 3.5 and He = 1.51. By considering this 
profile with the assumption of constant eddy viscosity Horton obtained
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This value, however was derived for an attached boundary layer and as such 
may be expected to be too small since the entrainment rate and dissipation 
coefficient would be higher for a reattaching layer. To alleviate this 
problem, Horton adopted a mean experimental value of
a R =
0 due 
d?~ = -0.0082 (a6.9)
which was used in the subsequent development if the reattachment criterion.
Now integrating equation a6.2 between transition and reattachment
[ He 9 ue3 ] " L CD ue ds (a6.10)
By adopting a mean value of He = 1.50 for the turbulent shear layer and by 
introducing the following non-dimensionalised terms
u.
es let ®t
s = (a6.11)
it is possible to obtain
1 fsR
©R ueR = nr- L  CD ue (s) ds (a6.12)
m JST
where ueR ueR
ue - 77—  * r;—  ~ (a6.13)
The contribution of the right-hand side of this equation is not usually 
large, thus allowing a constant overall dissipation coefficient cdm to be 
adopted.
Assuming a linear external velocity distribution over the turbulent 
part of the bubble it is possible to get, in non-dimensional form,
du.
ds
(a6.14)
where &z = i2/0g . This equation may be combined with the non-dimensional 
form of equation a6.9 to give
eR = _aR
ueR
(a6.15)
The linear external velocity may be expressed as
ue = 1 - (1 - ueR)
s - St
(a6.16)
which upon substitution into equation a6.12 gives
1 CDm /He,
0R =
m' “'-m
ueR3 ue R 3
V i z
J>t
1 - (1 - ue )
s - St.
2 J
dx (a6.17)
On integration the above equation yields
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1 CDm *2 ( 1 - ueR* )
0 =    +   -■ ■■   - -. .....  (a6« 18)
ueR3 4Hem ueR3 < 1 " u eR >
which when combined with equation a6.15 produces the required equation
CDm < 1 “ ueR >
— 4
ueR
4Hem
CD
(a6.19)
m
4He
- Ar
m
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Velocity
Distribution
U/Uo
Calculation
Technique
Exac t/ 
Series
Thwaites Stratford Head
(1 + xf 0.147 0.150 0.158 0.159
(1 + x)"2 0.069 0.071 0.076 0.078
(1 - x)2 0.061 0.063 0.067 0.067
(1 - x)0'5 0.209 0.218 0 • 2 2 0 0.223
c o b (x ) 0.370 0.387 0.395 0.410
sin(x) 1.786 1.827 1.880 1.902
1 - X 0.116 0.120 0.125 0.120
1 - x2 0.259 0.271 0.276 0.271
1 - X 3 0.363 0.381 0.400 0.401
1 - X 4 0.440 0.462 0.472 0.462
TABLE 1 : Comparison of separation predictions of the methods of Head,
Stratford and Thwaites for a number of series/exact cases*
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Velocity
Distribution
U/Uo
Calculation
Technique
Series/
Dxact
Head Present
Method
(1 + xf1 0.158 0.160 0.159
(1 + x f 0.076 0.074 0.078
(1 - x)2 0.067 0.067 0.067
(1 - X ) 0'5 0.220 0.224 0.223
cos(x) 0.395 0.407 0.410
sin(x) 1.880 1.896 1.902
1 - X 0.125 0.124 0.120
1 - x2 0.276 0.280 0.271
1 - X 3 0.400 0.398 0.401
1 - X* 0.472 0.476 0.462
TABLE 2 : Comparison of the separation predictions obtained via the
present method with that of Head for a number of series/exact cases.
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